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ABSTRACT

FLUCTUATION HISTORY OF GREAT SALT LAKE, UTAH,
DURING THB LAST 13,000 YEARS

Great Salt Lake l.vel tluctuations trom 13,000 yr B.P.
to the present were interpreted by exaaination ot shoreline
gaomorphic teatures, shoreline depOsits, archeoloqic sites ,
isotopic

~ata,

and palynol

ic data.

Atter the conclusion ot the Bonneville paleolake cycle,
between 13,000 and 12,000 yr B.P. the lake regressed to
BT

levels low enough to deposit a 1 ttoral oxidized red bed

Stuart B. Murchiaon

stratum and a pelagic Glauber's salt layer.

A late

Pleistocene lake cycle occurred between 12,000 and 10,000 yr
B.P. depositing several beaches, the highest reaching an
altitude ot about 4250 tt (1295.3 m).

The lake regressed

NASA Contract NAS5-28753, Final Report, Part II
atter 10,000 yr B.P., only to rise to 4230 tt (1289.2 m)
Li an otectonica LaboratorT Technical Report 89-2
JulT 25, 1989

between 9700 and 9400 yr B.P. and then gradually lower at
least 15 tt (4.5 m) or more.

Lake levels tluctuated between

4212 and 4180 tt (1284 and 1274 m) tor the next 4000 years.
A

l at e Holocene lake cycle, constrained by radiocarbon ages

between 3440 and 1400 yr B.P., is reported at a highest
static level ot 4221 t t (1286.5 m).

Atter a lake leve l drop

to altitudes ranging be tween 4210 and 4205 tt (1283.2 and
Departaent of Geo.raphT
UniveraitT of Utah
Salt Lake CitT, Utah

1281.6 m), a 4217 tt (1285.7 m) level was reached atter 400
yr B.P.

84112

This level lowered to 4214 tt (l284.4 m) in the mid

to late 1700. A. D.

The l ake level. bave since stabilized

around a 4200 ft (1210 .) ...n.
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CHAPTBR 1

DITRODUC'1'l:ON

Many publicationa bave been written about Pleistocene
Lake Bonnavilla, but relatively few have

on the

concentrate~

post-Pleistocene history of Great Salt Lake (Gilbert, 1890;
Eardley et al., 1957: Morrison, 1965; Scott et a1., 1983).
The obvious qeo orphic shoreline features have been and
continue to be studied, since the pioneering work ot G. K.
Gilbert (1890).

Gilbert provided only limited observations

about Holocene shore features because his main etforts
concerned the geologic history ot Lake Bonneville (Hunt,
1980).

This legacy remained until the lake level

drastically lowered in 1950s and 1960s and then began to
rise to economically adverse levels in the 1970s and 1980s.
ThesG peorly documented Holocene lakd rise
the inception ot this study.

pheno~ena

led to

The objective of this

dissertation is to examine shorelines and shoreline deposits
ot Great Salt Lake to clarity and explain the history of

lake level tluctuations during the Holocene Epoch.
Hi.toric account. trom early lake investigators reveal
some iaportant fluctuation. ot Great Salt Lake.

John C.

Fremont in 1843 observed the elevation ot Great Salt Lake at

3
2

4200 tt above s . . level (1280 .) frca baroaeter readi~qs .
Between 1850 and 1860, early pion. .~ r~orded a 5-foot
(1.5~ter) lake rise and fall (ArnOW, 1984) .

ouri nq the

early 1860s the lake be9an to ri.. so steadily that the

=-=-:

. .ttlers feared Salt Lake City would be inundated (stokes ,
1966).

~

In 187J, the lake attained its then hiqhest historic

level of 4211.5 ft (1283.5.) (Arnow, 1984).

fluctuations led officials to install a qauqe, and later a
benclmark, on the south and of the lake near Black Rock in
1875 (Mabey, 1986).

>

These

Lake levels have since been qauqed and

record~, usually in hydroqraph fo~ (Piqure 1).

stokes

(1966, ~ . 2) reported widespread concern in 1966 that the
lake would totally disappear "to leave only barren odorous
flats behind."
Data previous to 1847 are incoaplete, with estimates ot
prehistoric levels based on oxyqen isotope ratios trom
s . di..nt c ores (McKenzie and Eberli, 1985), pollen studies
(Mehrinqer, Jr., 1985, 1986), qeo.orphic shoreline teatures

r.:I

:.:
<
,.J

Incoaplete interpretation

ot the Bolocene lake history alonq with a lack of
corroboratinq physical evidence has lett a void of reliable
knowledqe concerninq Great Salt take level fluctuations trom
10,000 yr aqo to 1847.
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with reqional environment al evidence, includinq other

Smith and street-Perrott, 1983).

Otel
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(Ross, 19731 Rudy, 19731 CUrrey, 1980), and correlations

pluvi al l akes in the Great Basin (currey and James, 19821
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Tbere exi.ta .a need to refine prehi.to=ic lake level.

~ican

Stratiqrapbio COde (lfortil a.erican c-1asion on

for the .. fety of the population a. well a. a predictive

Stratiqraphio Ifa.anclature, 19.3) .

8ince a date i. a

tool for industry, conetruction, developaant, recreation,

.pecific point in tt.., the worda aqe and aqe e.tiaate ara

wildlife aanaq..ant, and acoloqicel andeavor. concarned with

usecS whan referrinq to radiocarbon data., fo •• 11., and

the lau.

.tratigraphic profil. . includinq .oil., litholoqia., and

S.varal private and qovarmaantal antities (Arnow,

1984/ utah Water Re.ource., 1984/ Kay and Diaz, 1985; May,

prehi.toric cultural artifacts.

All radiocarbon aqe

1985/ PZMA, 1986/ U.S.Arwy Corp. of Enqinaers, 1986) have

e.tiaate. ara aeasured fro. 1950 A.D. and include the

undaracored the need for additional data on Holocene

.tandard deviation (+/-), adju.t.anta norealized to -25 par

lacustrine fluctuations to datanine a "planninq level,"

ail

i.a., a l.vel above which lake ri.e floodinq has an

nu.ber.

0 carbon

13

(unle.s otherwi.e indicated), and lab

accaptably aini. .l probability.
In tha Bonnaville Basin, tha Pleistocene-Holocene
boundry has been aqa estieatad by several investiqators
(Millar, 1980; Miller et al., 1980; Currey et al., 1983;
Scott et al., 1983; Curray at al., 1984; Currey and Oviatt,
1985).

Tha.a author. have identified qeomorphic evidence of

a shorelina that temporally straddles the boundry.

This

shorelina, called the Gilbert shoreline, was a minor late
Plaistocene lake cycle of approximately 11,000 yr B.P.

Great Salt Lake i. a terainal lake with a historic
avaraqe area of 1700 square ailes (4403 sq.km) in northwest
Utah.

This lake has varied in depth and area in the last

150 yr dua in part to climatic chanqe. (Arnow, 1984).

Durinq the late Pleistocene and Holocane the lake
axpanded into the Graat Salt Laka oasart a. far west as

Since the Holocena Epoch, as dascribed by Hopkins (1975) and

Wendover.

Bowen (1978) beqins at 10,000 yr B.P., this dissertation

River City and the base of the Hansel Mountains.

enca.passes the Gilbert lake cycle that was well in proqress

ot west Salt Lake City is the farthest eastern paleolake

at tha beqinninq of the Holocane.

aarqin. The southern marqin of lake expansion culminated

The spatial domain of

Inundated area. to the north include Kelton, Bea r
A por tion

this study is directly related to Great Salt Lake and

near the Deep Creek Mountains.

portions of the Graat Salt Laka oasart reqion.

to a known historic low level ot 4191 ft (1277 m) in 1963

Isotopic, bioloqic, and qeoaorphic aqa estimates follow
tha na.enclature of Coleaan at al. (1987) and the North

(Fiqure 2) .

The lake has also reqressed

Table 1 list. allot tha localities mentioned

in thi. di ••artation, the UTM coordinates, and any previous
raterence utilized at that locality.

7

6

Table 1.

Localitie. aentioned in the text that are
relevant to the late Plei.tocene and Bolocene
chronology of Great Salt Lake •

•

UTII Coordinate.

Locality

Reference

• Mae

Geoaorphic localities
1 Little Mountain
0395000B/4604250M
Molly. Stockinq
0391950B/4602200M
3 W. PUb. Shooting Grds. 0390500B/4606400M

l

12
13
14
15
20
21
23
24
25

Proaontory Bast
Proaontory Point
Rozel Point
Boraeshoe Bay
Coyote Bay
Duelation Bay
Black Mountain Bay
wirnbaill Bay
Peplin Bar
Hoqup Bar
Big Wash Bar
Pingerpoint Spit
Juke Box trench
Gra.sy Mtn. dunes
Stansbury Island west
stansbury Island South
Mill. Junction

0381050B/4566200N
0372000B/4563850N
0363100E/4589400N
0358350E/4592300N
0353500E/4597500N
0351500E/4602000N
0352450B/4604850N
0356000E/4609050N
0322850E/4615000N
0323000E/4609700N
0329000E/4584450N
0332000E/4579650N
0247300E/4516250N
0314700E/4541200N
0371100E/4513000N
0370000E/4528000N
0393150E/4505000N

26
27
28
29
30

Maqna spit
1300 South borings
Goqgin boring.
Three Flags borings
USGS borings

0413090B/4507050N
0415600E/4510200N
0416300E/4512800N
0415580E/4512810N
(see Table 8)

31
32
33
34
35
36

Jordan paleochannel I
Jordan paleochannel II
Unicorn Point
Seagull Point
Coera Flats
Tin Lambing Shed

0422010E/4505300N
04 12100E/4516400N
0400750E/4522500N
0402000E/4534000N
0397500E/4540400N
0399450E/4543650N

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

.S FIELD LOCALITIES
MOUNTAINOUS AREAS
o 5 10 15 '0 MI

Iji

I

I

BI •• lit.. M.K. R idd (19601

Figure l. Localities aentioned in the text that are
relevant to the late Plsistocene and Holocene
chronology of Grea t Salt Lake.

37 White Rock Bay
38 Hooper

0395200E/4541500N
0404150E/4557400N

This paper
This paper
Murchison,
1989
This paper
This paper
This paper
Ross, 1973
Ross, 1973
Ross, 1973
Ross, 1973
This paper
Rudy, 1973
Rudy, 1973
Rudy, 1973
Rudy, 1973
This paper
CUrrey, 1987
Thia paper
This paper
currey et
a1., 1983
This paper
This paper
This paper
This paper
Keaton, per.
CODIIII., 1988
This paper
This paper
This paper
This paper
This paper
CUrrey,
unpub. data
Ross, 1973
Rubin and
Alexander,
1958

8

Table 1.

Continued •

•

U'1'II coordinate.

Locality

Reference
GaOllOXphic

'If'"

~loqic

16
18
19
22
39
40
41
42

BocJUp cave
Danqer cave
JUke BoX cave
sandwich Shelter
Injun creeJt

Bear River 1
Bear River 2
Bear River 3

0311350B/45822001f
0246150B/45450001f
0247000B/45165001f
0371100B/45236501f
0404850B/45740101f
0403750B/45926001f
0405100B/45931201f
0402080B/4591160N

43 JQloll

0403940E/4594900N

t.vee

0402520B/4592220N

44

Many of the early dOCUJlents that included lake

localiti..
Aikens, 1970
J'enninqs,
1957
J . . . .on, 1958
Aiken., 1966
Aiken., 1966
Aikens, 1967
Shields and
Dalley, 1968
Fry and
Dalley, 1979
Fry and
Dalley, 1979

infor.ation were co.pilad by investiqators interestad in the
exploration of the Great Ba.in (Stansbury, 1852 and Miller,
1980).

assaablaqes and isostatic diastrophi...

17 cresent sprinqs

0309550E/4581850N

45 Great Salt Lake core

0365800E/4556900N

46

Core dte I

0389000E/4538500N

Mehrinqer,
1985;
Grey and
Bennett, 1972
Grey and
Bennett, 1972
McKenzie and
Ebez:li,
1985, 1987

Gilbert also

deduced a short chronoloqy based on verbal and recorded
evidence of historic chanqes in lake level. from 1845 to
1883.

I.otopic and palynologic localities

G. K. Gilbert (1890) provided .cant ob.ervations

about Holocene .hore feature., althouqh he did record fossil

He also commented on lake voluaa chanqe. and salinity

percentaqes from the historic record (Hunt, 1980).
other 20th century authors in the Great Basin have long
recoqnized lacustrine phenomena durinq recent or postPleistocene activity, usually, while still concentratinq on
Pleistocene Epoch.

Antevs (1948, 1952, 1955) proposed that

lake-periphery occupation by early humans was related to
Neothermal and Altithermal intervals , and a mid to late

* Number refers to localities on Figures 2, 6, 21, 22, 26,
32 and Tables 11 and 19.

Holocene lake desiccation period.

Much of Antevs' work

today is reqarded with respect and is cited often.
Morrison (1966) inferred Holocene lake oscillations on
the basis of post-Lake Bonneville deposits and soils that
were excavated by the Southern Pacific Railroad in qravel
pit. on Promontory Point durinq 1955-1957.

This

.tratiqraphic and .oil study was correlated with pre-

11

10
Holocene radiocarbon aq.. , other reqional soils, and qlacial
cycl.. for an inferred extention of Quaternary chronoloqy ot
Lake Bonneville.

4~~--------------------------------~"
Ad.1pled from Morrison (1966, p. sa)
4700

Morrison's chronoloqy suqqests altitudes

in excess of 4700 tt (1432 m) asl durinq the early Holocene
(see riqure 3a). The Graniteville and Midvale soils, which
Morrison used as

stratiqraphic .erkers, were thouqht to be

for.ed durinq inter1acustrine periods .

identified a lesser lake cycle between 3800 and 750 yr B.P.
Ross (1973) and Rudy (1973) inferred nearly identical
chronoloqies utilizinq shoreline qeomorphic teatures on
respective eastern and western shores.

---

Morrison also

Their 10,000-year

chronoloqies include eiqht lake levels (5 hiqh and 3 low)

41~~~~~~-r-=~-''--r--'-~r--r--'---;
ALTITUDE
IN FEET
4360
Adapted from
Ro.. (1973, p. 102)
Rudy (1973, p. 66)
4320

B

based on radiocarbon aqes, relic shore staqes, and
correlations with soil, pluvial, and qlacial chronoloqies

4280

(see Fiqure 3b) . Their correlations with other reqional
chronoloqies, such as the Rocky Mountain and Sierra Nevada

4240

qlacial chronoloqies, may explain the extreme altitudes of
their late Holocene lake levels.
CUrrey's (1980) coastal qeomorphic interpretation ot

o

1000 2000 3000 4000

late Pleistocene to Holocene lake tluctuations introduced
interred models ot lake levels that are beinq examined today
by morphostratiqraphic and chronoBtratiqraphic techniques.
An

inteqration ot qeoloqic and bioloqic evidence trom late

Pleistocene to Holocene times, in the northeastern Great
Basin reqion, was thorouqhly examined by currey and James
(1982).

Their paleoenvironmental scenario, which is

supported by numerous radiocarbon dates, suqqests three

Fiqure 3.

The late Pleistocene and Holocene chronoloqies
ot Morrison (A), RosS, and Rudy (B).

12
provincial isotope substages of 12,500 to 7500, 7500 to
5000, and 5000 yr B.P. to present

13

CONDITIONS
Ad.'I't~d

(Pigure 4a).

CUrrey, Atwood, and Mabey (1984) produced a hydrograph
based on coastal geoaorphology, aerial photographs, relevant

'rum

Curr~y

•• KI , ....... (1'1112. 1'. 4~)

u

~
~

Z

radiocarbon ag.. , and deltaic as well
interpretation (Pigure 4b).

This

?g

ell:

shoreline

~ -t~~~---r-------------L--U-LL----~--__________~

chronology suggests a

i
u

Holocene envelope of probable maximum fluctuations and

..."'
)(

describes significant shorelines.
Murchison (1989) reported the Gilbert shoreline (12921310 .) to be product of a transgressive stand that followed
a period of minor oscillations at lower lake levels.

A

FEET
43~ir----------------------------------'<bpted from Currey, Alwood, .nd M.bey (1984)

large death assemblage of gastropods occurs at 4232 ft (1290
.), northwest of corrine, suggesting a series of inundations

______~

B

4300

of saline water into a paludal environment at 10,900 yr B.P.
4260

Isotopic And Palyonologic
Grey and Bennett (1972) infer a ?ooo-year chronology
from oxygen, carbon, and sulfur isotope data collected at

'4220

Cresent (Hogup) Spring and in Great Salt Lake bottom
sediments near Bird Island.

A general qualitative water-

o

budget/ water-volume graph by Grey and Bennett (1972)

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
RADIOCARBON YEARS B. P.

9000

10000 11 000

indicates an early Holocene lake transgression between 4300
and 1500 yr B.P. (Figure 5).
Mehr inger's (1985, 1986) pollen based chronology from
Cresent Spring indicates a mid-Holocene xeric period before
prevailing mesic conditions between 3800 and 2000 yr B.P.
His environmental senario is based on smoothed pollen ratios
of salt d..ert halophytes and shadescale to sagebrush and

Figure 4.

Holocene chronologies of CUrrey and James (A) and
currey, Atwood, and Mabey (B).

14

f

4~'r7~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~--------------~~
Mapcecl from McKmzIe and Ebfrll (1917, p. 133)

conifer pollen, plotted eraund their _

15
values (Figure 5).

A recent chronoloqy baaed on stable isotopss have
reintorced age ..ttaat. . of knoWn littoral zonss and other
gea.orpbic teatures.

Kc~~ie

and Eberli (1985, 1987) have

-4.0

deduced a 5500 year chronoloqy, utilizing oxygen-isotope
ratios troa c or . . v. .t ot Antelope Island, sugge sting two

B

The late Holocene high ot

aintaa and three .axtaa per i ods.

3000 to 2000 yr ago is bel i eved to be only 1,9 a too low,
based on shoreline measur_ants in this study (Figure 5) .

Methods

c

~+
~

'0

>
t

The surveying ot shorelines, geomorphic teat ures, a nd
trench or drill sites was conducted utilizing a Topcon GTS38 RDM theodolite.

~-

Altitude control tor electronic

surveying was obtained troa the USGS bench mark nearest to

o

sao

1000

IS00

2000 2Soo 3000 3SOO 4000
RADIOCARBON YEARS B. P.

4SOO

SOOO

SSoo

each survey site.

Lake level altitudes were obtained trom

twice-monthly gage data reported by the USGS District Chief.
Altitudes are reported in feet (tt) above sea level (asl)
and converted into aetric or SI units (a).

Sediment and

textural analyses were accomplished at the vasyl Gvosdetsky
Figure 5.

Isotopic and palynologic chronologies troa
and Eberli (A), Mehringer (8), and Grey
and Bennett (C).

Mc~enzie

Labor~tory

tor Environmental and Paleoenvironmental Studies

at the University ot Utah.
Soil samples were allowed to air dry tor 2 days.
samples were then

dry

The

sieved through a series ot seven sieve

mesh sizes (16 . . to .063 . . ), tor gravel, sanu, and s ilt
size distribution (SCS, 1972).

Silt and clay particle size

16

di8trilNtion vas datendnecl -lncJ the hydro.eter .eti; ..14
4ucr1be4 by B. .d (1980).

rifty

~

ot e.ch s . .ple were

veiqhed and aixed with 10 9raJIB ot .odiua hexaaetaphosphate
(HaP03), a disperainq agent, in a di.tilled w.tar solution
ot 100 al.

The solution _. .lectro.echanically .ixed tot:

20 ainuteB, poured in a 1000 al cylinder, and tilled with
dilltilled _ter to the 1000 al . .rk.

The solution settled

tor 2 hours, then .ixed vith • 91..3 stirrer until sediments
vere no lonqer visibl• •t the bottoa of the cylinder.
thi. t1ae, z.ro, the temperature w.s r.corded.

At

and left to s.ttle for 2 hours.

17
A buffer solution (Pischer

pH 7.0) _. utilized to calibr.t. the .lectrode. before and

after each t ••t.

Th. electrode vas i_.ned in the upper

one-third of the suspension and the pH wa. recorded after 1
minute of .lapsed t1ae.
Soil color v.s observed on dry and vet soil _ing a
Munsell color ch.rt (Soil Survey Staff, 1975).
and chroaa vere recorded for the ...ples.
Buaates were extractad from organic soils at selected
.ites for the purpose of radiocarbon dating.

Forty

seconds l.ter, a hydro_ter reading, R1 , WIIS recorded. TWo
hours later, the temperature and second hydro.eter reading,
R2 , were recorded. Aft.r temperature compensation was taken
into account , the percent silt and clay were determined for
each sampl ••

HUe, value,

extraction procedure is found on Tabl. 2.

The humate

The pretreated

huaate mat.rial vas sent to Beta Analytic Inc. for
radiocarbon age estimation.
Lakeshore

~

Measurements

To revise and enhance the known late PleJ.stocene and
~)

, sand -

(R1 -

, clay -

R2 / 50 9

/ 50 9

*

*

(100)

(100)

(1)

Holocene history, many techniques were utilized to identify
sub~erial,

littoral, and pelagic materials deposited or

(2)

Relative ages beach crests were estimated using a near-

eroded by the fluctuating lake (Table 3 explains the symbols
used in stratigraphic cross sections).

studies of USGS and

surface sample at a depth of 10 ca and subsurface sample at

other maps, aerial and satellite photos, and field work

a depth of 30 ca.

including beach surveying, sediment analysia, boring, and

Each of the two s . .ples was sieved, as

previously described, t
for each s . .ple.

determine percent of silt and clay

Th. greater the percent of silt and clay

pre.ent, the great.r the relative ag. of the beach crest.
Soil pH vas ••••ured by the electro.etric .ethod using a
Pischer pH meter (SCS, 1972).

Two parts distilled water

vere mixed with on. part soil, shaken for twenty minutes,

trenchi ng were incorporated to determine how many and when
fluctuat ions had occurred.

Additi onal data such as early

huaan occupational sites, prehistoric human diats, and
radiocarbon age estimates will lend support to the
hydroqeoaorphic data.

Isotopic and pollen data are also

19

18

Table 3.
Table 2.

1.

Procedure f ( : aci4 ba.. aci4 extraction of
huaate.. Thi. procedure i. intended to
extract huaate. frca orvanic .oil. for the
purpo.e of ra4iocarbon dating. A field .ample
of at l ...t 2 pounds of .oil i . recomaended.

z-pty the orvanic .oil into a .tainle•••teel bowl.

Baa-=- out a 5 to 1 (500 al of di.tilled vater to 100
al of HCl) HCl ratio for reaoval of calcium carbonates.

Syabol. and patterns used in .tratiqrapbic fiqur"
tbrouqhout the text.

t!] Silt and Clay

~Clay

Continue adding 5 to 1 (Water-HCl) until reaction .tops
(Pizzinq cea... ).

2.

Decant off HCI .olution overniqht.
Whatllan filter
papara, folded trianqularly, work well. Periodically
vaab vith di.tilled water to keep the filter paper
froa di ••olving.

3.

Mix one liter of 3H Sodium Hydroxide in a tlask. This
viII be 120 q ot reaqent to one liter ot distilled
vater. Now add 100 al ot HaOH and 300 al ot distilled
vater in a beaker. Then add the acid washed .oil to the
solution until the 500 al aark i. reached. Heat the
solution tor 30 ainut.. on hiqh to leach the colloidal
huaua.

4.

5.

6.

Pour the aixture into a tiltered (Whataan t 1) water
vacuum tlask (Ceraaic tunnel with two tilter papers).
The soil will be trapped on the tilter paper, while the
humic liquid will be decanted into the tlask. The humic
liquid will be a dark brown to black color. Save the
solution in the bottoa ot the tlask and discard soil.
The solution aust now be brouqht back to pH 7. Slowly
neutralize the solution by addinq concentrated HCl until
the huaus becoaes insoluble. All the solution reaches
neutrality, it viII becoae clear and the huaates will
coalesce into clumps. Litaus paper testinq will suttice
estiaated pH values.
Prepare a ceraaic tunnel with a tiberqlas tilter paper
(Whataan 1827 P 105) and connect to vacuWII pump. Pour
the s ol ution with the insoluble huaates into the tunnel.
It wi ll take a while tor the liquid to be reaoved.
Occasionally wash the tunnel with distilled water to
prevent the qrovtb of HaCI crystals on the tilter paper.
Save the huaates that are on the tibervlas tilter paper.
Allow the t ilter paper to dry • •eiqh the paper with the
huaate extract on it and send it to the radiocarbon lab.

REPERBNCES: (Black, 19651 Head, 1980)
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(2 - 64 mm)
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~=~
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Beds

o
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Missing
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Sand
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Pre-Gilbert red beds

G

Gilbert transgressive sands

20
~~itional retineaent ot stratigraphic
Mntione4 tor a....
evidence that i. not available by usinc) the above

techniqu",
4 __

lAD PLBI8'1'OCBNB '1'0 DRLY BOLOCBIfB

-~-~-rs «Jive a brief outline of known

(12,000 '1'0 8000 YR B.P.)

The tollow .............r -

_~ by locality descriptions.

Additional

lake history, follow~i--'-ae4 and interpreted for each section. A
data are then .. - t the conclusion of each chapter documents
4000 yr .-arY a
the lake level fluctuation history durinq that period.

Int;rp4uct.ign

PnyiQlls cgncepts
The last Pleistocene paleolake .inicycle occurred

betveen 12,000 and 10, 000 yr B.P.

Miller (1980) and currey

et al. (1983) postulate that oxidized lacustrine sediments
at 4226 ft (1288 .) indicate a low stand prior to the
Gilbert lake expanaion near 10,920 ± 150 yr B.P. (W-439S;
13C adjustment unknown).

The Gilbert shoreline

is

qeomorphically expressed at several localities around Great
Salt Lake and the Great Salt Lake Desert.

Jenninqs (19S7)

was the first to provide limitinq radiocarbon aqe estimates
of 11,151 ± 570 yr B.P. (C-610) and 10,400 ± 700 yr B.P. (M119) (13 C adjustments unknown) fro. archeoloqic .ites,

inferrinq the absence of any lake inundation younqer than
the above

rad~ocarbon

aqes in Danqer Cave.

currey (1980)

believes that the Gilbert shoreline dates from 11,000 to
10,000 yr B.P. based on his study of transqressive facies,
erosional platforms, depositional ridqe., and deltaic
sediments.

This lake expans ion could be responsible for the

inferred hydroloqic equilibriua of Lake Gunnison and the
Sevier River as veil as the Gilbert aqe drainaqe at Old

23
22
Jliver Bed reportecl by currey and J _ (1912) and OVi at t

8000 yr B.P. This ebapter vi11 preeent data frOll site
i nves tigations at varioua loca1itie• •umaariaed in Figure 6.

(1914).

Author" PO·· ·rgh .trategy

GlgworphiC

iita pescription.

2IIe ravi_ of pravioaaly collactad data, qatherinq and
analysis of -.dt.ant ..-ple. at new localitie., .urveyinq
both old and

new local1ti. . , atte.ptinq to confira pre-

Little Mountain (1)
Road cuts and ...11 bluffs along state Highway 83,

vioualy obtained radiocarbon aqa. vith newly collected

between Little Mountain and

..-p1.. , and stati.tically quantifying qathered data ia the

location. for the examination of Gilbert age deposits •
currey (1980), Miller et a1. (1980), Scott et a1. (1983),

r . .earch d.. iqn for thi.

t~

period.

It ia anticipated

LaJIpO

Junction, provide ideal

that a hiqher r . .o1ution hydroqraph of the late Pleistocene

and currey and oviatt (1985) have used lithofacies at these

and Holocene can be produced along vith an understandinq of

s i t es to inte rpret very late Pleistocene environmental

the Gilbert lake cycle.
~Oyervin

PrOll

the ev i dence qathered by the author and an

ana1ysi. of qeOllOrphic and arebeo1ogic data, new findings
sugge.t a fluctuat i ng l ake during this period.

After a low

lake level depositiou of a pre-Ci1bert red bed stratum, an
over1yinq oci11atinq transgre •• iona1 l ayer of predominantly
green sand is dOCUJlent ed as the Gilbert lake cycle of
approxiaentally 12,000 yr B. P.

Thi. Gilbert cycle, which

consisted of at 1ea.t three static levels the highest
reaebing 4250 ft (1295 .3.) , regress ed a f t er 10,000 yr B.P .
to as low as 4220 ft (1286 .2 .).

A 4230 ft (1289.2 _) lake

level foraed between 9400 and 9700 yr B.P. , than lowered an
unknown

level.

Jl1.inq t.mperature. probably continued to

lower the lake vell into tha next period whieb beqins at

history.
Just west of Little Mountain, pre-Gilbert red beds , as
described by currey et al. (1988a), are exposed. The red
beds ar e calc areous mud s and very f i ne s ands that were
reddened offsit e and washed basi nward. Lying unconf ormably
over the red beds are green muddy sil ts and s ands of t he
by a de sert pavement
Gilbert transgression , which are cappe d
rock layer near the bedrock highlands.
Mollys Stock ina (2)
westward from Little Mountain, the topography slopes
toward a fluviodeltaic lowland, possibly a f ormer distal
This lowland now comprises
reach of the Malad River system.
of lacustrine and eolian deposits that
ct -A hummoc~disconne.....
....
have been partially dissected by drainage of local origin.

25

24
Molly. StocJtinq, a ranant birdfoot d.lta of Gilbert age

(currey et al., 1988b), i. 2.5 ai (4 ka) long and thought to

have forlMd a. the distal part of the Malad River (1) paleodelta sy.t_ •
. . .t Public: Shooting GroUnd. (3)
A

large death a ••eablage of late Plei.tocene gastropods,

expo.ed in a roadc:ut along state Highway 83, were re-

analYled for .tratigraphic and bio.tratigraphic
.ignificance.

Biochronologic data frOJI the roadc:ut area as

di.c:ueaed by Miller et al. (1980), Scott et al. (1983), and
currey and OViatt (1985) provide a aaxiaua limiting age ot
12,000 yr B.P. tor the beginning ot the Gilbert
transgression.

Radiocarbon ages that were obtained earlier

on the gastropod assemblage are as tollows:

*

10,920 t 150 C-14 yr BP.
11,990 t 100 C-14 yr BP.
11,570 t 100 C-14 yr BP.

W-4395
Beta-16912
Beta-16913

Miller (1980)
CUrrey, written
communications

* 13C adjustment unknown
·S FIELD LOCALITIES
H MOUNTAINOUS AREAS

. 0 5 10 15 20

,

I

MI

B.s; .fter M .K. Ridd (1960)

A gastropod sample was dug trom the road cut exposure and
collected in plastic bags.

The sample was examined tor

turther identitication ot constituent genera and species,
indications ot habitat, and radiocarbon age.

The gastropods

genera Amnicola, Helisoma, Lymnaea, and Phxsella (Table 4)
were excavated trom a sand unit overlain by on organic-rich
Figure 6.

Map of localities mentioned for the period
between 13,000 and 8000 yr B.P.

aarsh deposit (Figure 7).

The shells were washed in on

ultrasonic cleaner in deionized voter and air dried.

A 25-g

speci.. -specitic s . .ple of Lymnaea stagnalis shells provided
a radiocarbon age of 10,990 t 110 yr B.P. (-10.2 0/00 13 C;

27
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Tabl. 4. Gastr0p04 faWl& AJlplad at •• PUblic Shootinq Gret ••
(3) in January, 1917. Source.: OWIberlin and
Jon. . (1929) and fi.ldwork (1987-88).

,

Speci..

811bitat

HllilQWA triyo1yi.

Qui.t to .taqnant
fraah vat.r

5

Pbyse11a utah,n.i.

Pon41 and .tr....

7

Pon41, 1ak•• , and .tr....
often attached to plant.

a

Str.... , riv,r., and .or,
qui.t betto. vat.r.

80

Lywnag

.qqnaH.

AIlniC91a Hao.a

WEST

PUBLIC

Abundance

SHOOTING GROUNDS

4234 ft

el", .,"',.
Bel~

Figure 7.

22431

Str atigraphic column at West PUblic Shooting
Grounds (3) shoving the Pre-Gilbert red beds (R),
the Gilbert transgressive sediments (G), and the
location ot the Gila atraria sample. S., Table 3
tor an explanation ot symbol. and patt erns.
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and ia interpreted
Beta-22431).

belonging to utah chub or Gila atraria (Girard) were

~.ion..

AI the lalte

stokaa et al. (1964) report 13,000 yr B.P.

r ...tn. of G. atraria and other ti.h .peci.. in a coarse
land unit juat below the stanabury level, at an elevation of

4440 ft (1353.2 a) in North Salt Lake City.

Saith et al.

(1968) report 12,860 t 100 yr B.P. (W-2000; 13C adjustment
unknown) G. atraria aaonq nUMerou. fish bones and gastropods
fro. a fine- to aediua-grained aand lens at an altitude of
4671 ft (1423.6 a) in Black Rock canyon.

The G. atraria

were probably reanant populations inhabiting an increasingly
saline regresaive lake and fresh water tributaries.

Their

conteaporariea today inhabit freshwater areas around the
Great Baain (CUrrey and James, 1982).

The red beds are

unconformably overlain by green muddy fine to coarae sands,
which bave a ainiaua liaiting age of about 12,000 yr B.P.
(Beta-16912; CUrrey et al., 1988b), and grade upward into
the Gilbert shoreline deltaic aediaenta.

Thi. organic layer i. overlain by

..line inundation ot the fluctuating Gilbert atand.

Three

additional eycle. ot clean fine ..ndy toa.il-rich sediment
layere and aubaequant dark aareh aediaenta are recorded in
thi. banded expoaure.
Durinq one ot theae ainor regreaaions, the four genera

ot gaatropoda and G. AtrarlA (aee previous radiocarbon age,
Beta-22431) migrated basinward.

A transgression of saline

water probably killed the organis. . and deposited them in a
aatrix of lacustrine sands and silts.

The beginning of the

next transgress ion probably killed the remainder of fresh
water organisms in this paludal margin, laying down the
final fossiliferous layer.

This final

fos~iliferous

layer

is 7.5 in (19 em) thick and is overlain by fine to coarse

The oldeat exposed sediaents at West Public Shooting
Grounda (3) are the pre-Gilbert red beda.

environaent appeare.

llc:uatrine ailta and repr. .anta the aecond tranagreaaive

dbc:overed within the qa.tropod-rich land unit .t 4232 ft

Green colored

aediaent ia ca.mon to ancient lake basina and represents a
reducinq environaent (Reeves, 1968).
Six aucceaaive coupleta of alternating fine clean silty
aanda and aaraby depoaita lie contoraably over the green
auddy aand.

ainor

began to regre •• , I dark organic: layer, indicating a marah

Several rib, pbaryanqaal, vertebral, and maxillary bones

(1290 a).

I. I

The firat layer conaiata of clean fine aands

sands.

TWO organic marsh layers, of 1.75 to 3 in (4.4 to

7.6 cal, overlie the death assemblage.

These undated layers

are thought to be the laat marsh deposits prior to the
tranagression that geomorphically marks the highest stage of
the Gilbert Ihoreline.

A 2.7-ft (0.8-m) fine poorly sorted

nearabore sand layer has been deposited by the Gilbert high
atage.

A 4 to 5 in (10 to 12 . 7 em) modern eolian soil is

the upperaoat unit in this expolure (Figure 7).
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Prswpptpry IIG. (4)
On the 8OUthea8t .lope ot the PrCIIIontory JIountains the

Promontory East Survey

Gilbert ahoreliM 18 upreua4 . . three cUaUnct beach
ridIJ_.

4300

The author surveyed ridqe creats at elevationa ot

4212 tt (1305.0.), 4214 tt (1305.9.), and 4278 tt (1304.2

4280

u

III

A poaaible cont..paraneoua beach ridge ia located at

.) •

4238 tt (1292.1.) (Pigure I).

4260

Surficial sed1aent napl.. taken at depths ot 10 and 30 .

4240

ca on the creat ot each ridge revealed that enrichment with

u

A

post lacustrine .ilt and clay had proceeded .equentially in
4220

6l /l.A

altitudinal order, except for the lower bera at 4238 tt
(1292.1.) (Table 5).

Table 5.

Measured beach ridge elevations at Prolllontory
Ea.t (4).

site
1

Alt. (tt)
lOCI!
30ca

2

4200

lOCI!

,

Gravel

,

Sand

,

42114

53.5
48.5

42.7
50.6

3.8
0 .9

10 tt (300 em) marshy depre.sion behind
3

10em

JOc:a

"

lOCI!
30ca

4278

26.5
56.5

72.1
43.0

1.5
0.5

3 ft (90 ca) marshy depres.ion behind
4238

7.9
1.0

NE

1000
500
Distance in Feel

1500

sw

Silt+clay

16.3
4282
24.3
54.5
5.5
9.7
84.9
1 ft (30 ca) marahy a epre.sion behind

30em

o

90.3
93.6

Source: Author's original data collected in 1988.

1.7
4.8

Figure 8.

Protile ot stations at Prolllontory East (4)
locality: altitudes and distances in teet.
Triangles represent late Holocene berm. and
squares represent late Pleiatocene and early
Holocene berms.
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'!be crute of the

hi~

~tol'Y

beacb r i cIfJ.. were the

-.ured beacbM in thie etu4y.

that t-.e hi_ elevationa

It i . . .tbated

f Gilbert ehore .ctivity .r. due

0

to i-utic reboImd c11_...s by crittUldan (1963), Rudy
_-A
(lt73), ..
_

----.r

~~

ditterent

Th. .ed1Mnt .equence ill ai-ilar to th.t ot
Th. loweat POrtion of the

expoaur. v.. coapo.ed ot the di.qno.tic pr.-Cilbert r.d beds

and tectonic proc..... a. w.ll
_...
. . . high-anerqy wave enviroJm8llt. P.ultin9 ha. occurr.d
.tr.ti~phic

• lonq • north-.outh tracture lone near the locality •
Gilbert ehorelin.. are l.terally traceable trom •• rial
and topoqr.phic . .pe n.a r the 4273 tt (1302.3 m)
photQCJr.phe
i
• 29)
Ro s (1973)
and 4250 tt (1295 .) contou~ ( ••e P qur
•

....ured • w.v.-cut blutt .t 4253 tt (12 96 • 3 m) and a wavecut t.rr.ce at •'243 tt (1293.2 .).

Thi. organic-rich d.po.it probably r . pr•••nta a "rahy
anvironaent before the Gilbert tranaqre.aion.

higher elevation. while ••••uring the 1ow.r at 4244 ft
A aurticial sedilllant analysis of this later

Abov. the

~rganic .oil, the qre.n aand tranaqr••• ive unit i. overlain
by l.t.r lacu.trin., th.n .olian .and••
Hor".hQtl Bol! (7)
Horseahoe Bay is exposed to 1... vigorous wave action
than Roz.l point.

Roa. (1973) de.cribed four seta of

Gilbert .ge geomorphic teatur...

Mor. recent

inv.etig.tiona, WI i no; the sa.e vertical control, confirm the

(1293.7 a) •

The highest set of

features Roa. interpre ts are a blUff and terrace between
4281 ft (1304.7

m) and 4276 ft (1303.2 mI.

A wave-cut

clift, as.ociated terrace, and an otfshore beach are located
betwe.n 4253 ft (1296.3 .) and 4250 ft (1295.4 .).

• it. i. li.ted on Tabl. 6.

A

depreasional lagoon feature at 4245 ft (1293.70 .) and
Tabl. 6.

Site
1 10ca
30ca

Mea.ured be.ch ridge. at Roz.l Point (6).

Alt. (ft)
4244

33

ot .ed1Mnta ob•• rv.s in . . . .11 tr.ct ot badl.nd

ov.rl.in with. 2 to 4 in (5 to 10 cal organic d.po.it.

JIolel PPint i . . l ---lity
_
that ha. bean influ.nced by
.anv

Hquence

topogr.phy.

the+ Little Mount.in Md1Mnta.

et &1. (1983).

PPint (6)

Bple}

TWo aile. (3.2 ta) north ot RoI.l tl.t. ill an .xpo.ed

,

Gr.v.l
16.7
3.2

,

Sand

,

barri.r beach at 4246 ft (1293.9 .) ia thought to be a
reqreaaive Gilbert feature.

Silt+clay

54.5
84.2

Source: Author'a origin.l d.ta coll.cted in 1988.

28.8
12.7

A poasible early Holocene bar

at 4230 ft (1289.3 .) with an aasociat.d sea clift at 4231
ft (1289.6 .) were reported by Roa. (1973).

Allot thea.

features are tranaected by an eph".ral .tre.. originating
uP.lope.
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coyote Bay (8)

eatt. ted aqe 1. in question bec&ue of iDoEtiDate wind
expoeun and eoUan deposition.

COyot. Bay i. a lonq wid. bay with ••v.ral wav.-cut
JSpdaSll lay (11)

clitf., barri.r beaCbe8, and h.adland. locat.d on both
aarqine.

Thi• • it. containa .any late Pl.istoc.n. and early

photograpba, topocJraphic

Holocen. teatur.. that have ba.n partially .rod.d by
.pha.eral .tr.....

Ro..

Inforaation collected by the author tro. a.rial

(1973) r.port. the highest Gilbert

_pta,

and tlelclvork indicate. that

.everal ... ily diacarnible Gilbert beaCbe8 are qeo-

ag. lacustrin. t.atur•• are a wav.-cut cliff b.tween 4249

llOrph!ca11y expre••ed within thi. _11 bay.

and 4255 ft (1295.1 and 1296.9 a) and associated barrier

i. located on the northwutem

beaches at 4246 and 4241 ft (1294.2 and 1292.6 a).

Mountaina.

A small

wftve-cut cliff at 4234 ft (1290.5 a) and it. respective

~in

J1ndIIi11 bay

ot the l'roIIontory

A vav.-cut bluft near an altitude ot 4273 tt

(1302.3 a) and an ero.ion plattor. at 4266 tt (1300.4 a) are

beaches of 4230 and 4228 ft (1289.3 and 1288.7 m) seem to be

thou9ht to be the highe.t expre•• ion ot Gilbert ag.

indicativ. of a small early Holocene lake tluctuation.

lacustrine activity.

a ••ociated landward aarsh, were surveyed at 4258 tt (1297.5

pesolA1:i on Bay (9)

a) and 4244 tt (1293.6 a).

Desolation Bay is a small bay located between an
elongat.d promontory and the Black Mountains.

A po•• ibl. late Gilbert beach

cr••t i. located at 4230 ft ' (1289.5 a) (Figure 9).

Ross (1973)

describes four beach crests of Gilbert age found at this
site. These beach crests are at 4276 ft (1303.2 m), 4256 ft
(1297.2 a), 4242 ft (1292.9 m), and 4232 ft (1289.9 m:.

A surticial sediment analysis ot po.t lacustrine silt
and clay accumulations are tound on Table 7.

The elevation

ditter.nce. between this site and other Gilbert localities
are believed to be a result ot i.ostatic rebound of

Black Mountain Bay (10)

ditterent magnitudes.

This .ite is a north-facing bay with h.adlands on either
end causing uncharacteristic eolian teatures to form.

Ross

(1973) identified late Plei.tocene and early Holocene

beachee at 4280 ft (1304.4 a), 4250 tt (1295.4 m), 4246 tt
(1294.2 a), and 4231 tt 1289.6 a).

Baach cr•• t .xpO.ur•• , each vith an

A vegetated sand dune

va. al.o surveyed in at 4235 ft (1290.8 a), but its

PeRUn Bar (12)
Pepl!n Bar is a northeast facing barrier bar with an
as.ociated landward lagoon. During the higher Gilbert lake

36
Table 7 .

site

37

Ke&8Ured beach r idg. . at Windaill Bay (11).

Alt. (tt)

,

Gravel

'Sand

,

Sllt +c lay

Windmill Bay Survey

1 10ca
30ca

4266

13.3
8.5

76.7
78.7

9.9
12 . 8

4300

2 10ca
30ca

4258

0
0

72.6
71.9

27. 4
28 . 1

4280

3 10ca
JOca

4244

0
0

61.4
67. 4

38.6
J2.6

4260

4 10ca
JOca

4230

0
0

83.6
80.9

16 . 4
19.1

approx 5 ft (150 CII) depre •• ion. behind each berm
Source: Autbor'. original data collected in 1988.

1

o

4240
4220
4200

0

W

Figure 9.

2000

4000
Distance in Feet

6000

8000

E

Profile of stations at Windmill Bay (11)
locality; altitudes and distances in feet.
Triangles represent late Holocene berms and
squares represent late Pleistocene and early
Holocene berms.
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ri_, hpliD flata becaM inundated by lab waten.

Th.

proa1nent rldqe, called PepliD Bar, 18 reported by Rudy
(1973) at an altitude of 42&9 ft (1301.2.).

A terrae. at

4245 tt (1293.9 .) and a vava-cut bluff at 4235 ft (1290.8
.) CCIIprl_ tlw Gilbert aqe f . .tuna Rudy aurveyed at this
locality.
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Pinqarpoint spit by tlw author, reveal. the highest Gilbert
aq. oraat altitude i. approxlaataly 4270 ft (1301.4 a).
Juke

lime

trangb (20)

JUke Box trench i. locatad 1.4 a1 (2.2 ta) north...t of

Danger cava state Park anc1 south...t of Julta Box cava.
Hgqgp Bar (13)

a •• i.tanc. of a MSP grant to David Madsan, Stat.

Rudy (1973) .urveyed a Gilbert aq. beach at 42&9 ft

(1301.2 .) with a 5-ft (152-0.) de.p laqoon behind it.

A

Archaoloqi.t, .tratigraphically docuaant. the Gilbert

boulder beach at 4240 ft (1292.3 .) anc1 tvo aiDor .ilty

transgr••• ion (Piqur. 10).

rldq.. at 4235 ft (1290.8 a) are the only other Gilbert

. .da up of laminated anc1 . . . . iv. Laka Bonnavill. pelagic

f ..ture. Rudy found at thi. locality.

..rl..

The old••t expo.ad .edimant. are

Tho. . . .rl. are ovarlain by reworked marl. of the

Lak. Bonnevill. regr••• ion and by aedia.nt of an organic-

Big Ifllh Bar (14)

rich po.t-Bonnaville, pra-Gilb.rt mar.h.
Biq Wa.h Bar i. an arc-.haped faature northwest of the
Pinqarpoint .pit.

Thia

old trench, reaxcavated with a backhoe in 1986 with tha

Rudy (1973) found a Gilbert aqa baymouth

bar at 4271 ft (1301.8 a), a wave-cut cliff at 4255 ft
(1296.9 a), and a barrier beach at 4247 ft (1294.5 m).
Pinqtrpqint Spit (15)

The mar.h

.ediDant. ara unconformably ov.rlain by beach granules and
pebble. . .rking the maximum transgressive Gilbert age shore
at 4247 ft (1294.5 a).
The Gilbert beach lans out in both directions and grades
upward into gastropod-rich sands and .ilty muds.

Pinqerpoint .pit con.i.t. of . .t.rial carried .outhward
by long.hora current. in tha north arm of Gr.at Salt Lake

A br own

.lightly organic silty mud, with an aga of 9450 ± 150 yr
B.P. (Beta-2l807, no l3C adjustment), overlie these Gilbert

anc1 north ...tward by current. oriqinating in \.;.a Gr.at Salt

transgressive sediments.

Lake De.ert.

peaty layar, that pinch.. out in both direction. of the

A tran ••ct by Rudy (1973) rev.alad Gilbert age

beache. at 4235 ft (1290.8 a) on tha ...t aid. and 4237 ft
(1291.4 a) on the wa.t .ida of the apit.

Rudy (1973) also

Next, lias a post-Gilbert marshy-

trench, having an aga estimation of 8360 ± 140 yr B.P .
(-26.4 0/00 l3C; Beta-18804).

A .lightly humic silt layer

surveyed a Gilbert ag. at 4250 ft (1295.4 a) and a Gilbert

ov.rlias tha post-Gi lbert mar.h, and grade. upward into a

craat at 4255 ft (1296.9 a).

gray ailty mud.

A recent reexamination of

The top of the .ilty aud ia conformably

ovarlain by a 0.3 in (1 cal thick bad of Mazama

40
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allb, the age of which lIIIhr1n9ar (1915) etItiJlatu at 6900 yr

B.P.
stonlbury X.land (23,24)
on the _stern and southern shores of stansbury Island,

~I!

remwrt: beach deposits and landfor.- of probable Gilbert aq •

.,~~
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a) and

4262 ft (1298.9 a).

Lover beach ridqe cre.ts were

.urveyed at 4244 tt (1293.6 a), 4240 ft (1292.3 a) and 4234
ft (1290.5 a).
Mill. Junction (25)
The Mills Junction spit has been referred to by Eardley

4oI

ow -;

~ii

The hiqhest qravelly

strand line. vere .urveyed by the author at 4278 ft (1303.8

.

~ow

et al. (1957) and currey et al. (1983) as a representative
locality for a Gilbert beach.

The crest of the spit

(Eardleyet al., 1957) has several benchmarks at an altitude
of 4263 ft (1298.9 a) and an associated laqoon (now
Stansbury Lake) on the south (landward) side at 4260 ft

I/lCQ.O

(1298.4 a).

0r<

•
...~

004

Magna Spit (26)
Magna spit is a multiple event Gilbert aqe spit east ot
Magna.

currey.t al. (1983) reports aqes of 10,285 t 265 yr

B.P. (-11.4 0/00 13 C; GX-6614) and 10,300 t 310 yr B.P.
(-9.2 0/00 13 C; GX-6949) on qastropods from a laqoon 100 tt
(30.5 a) behind the spit coaplex.

The hiqhest point on the

spit vas a ridqe surveyed at 4251 ft (1295.6 a).

The author

investiqated two ainor lak.word , spits near the 4245 ft

43
'!'be beach crest e1evationa of both epita are

8borel1ne.

tt (1293.9 .) aDd are alaoet identical in teraa of

4245

silt+clay percentaq.. .

A

aurficia1 aediaant analysis,

c:cmducted by the allthor, of KaC)JUl epit s&ap1 . . , ia shown in

Ta))le

noo

s.

granules and

pabb1.. at s1ailar altitudes, deacendinl) slightly towards
the lake besin.

Gilbert deposita between 4232 and 4231 ft

YR) of currey et al. (1988a).

Borings (27)

Post-Ci1bert calcareous silts

and sanda overlie Gilbert tranagr. .sive granules and

a drainage canal straddlinl) a hypoth.. iaad fault scarp at
1300 South street and 4800 West Street were exaained in the
field, and loqged by the author at the Earthatore Inc. aoil
laboratory.

Loqqed intoraation included depth in inches,

MUnsell color (wet and dry), texture, and aiscellaneous
characteristi cs such as partinqa, oxidized layers, and
fossil s.

It was hoped that these cores would help

corrOborate the Gilbert transgressive sediment sequence,
sean in other localities, and aid in i dentifying Gilbert age
channals and deltas.

Alt. (tt)
10ea
30ea

4245

10ea
30ea

4245

Tbe downthrovn-side borinqs, with a aodern surtace 4
teet (1.2 a) or more lower than the upthrown-side borings,
show Gilbert age transgressive sands and pebbles about seven
f eet (2.1 m) below the surtace.

, Gravel , Sand , Silt+clay
8.3
1.5

84.2
87 . 9

7. 0
10.6

18 .8
1.1

74 . :2

88.5

7.0
10.4

retl ect complex incipient paleodeltaic and tectonic
reworking ot post- Gi lbert sediments (Figure 12).
Tbese bori ngs contirm the theory by currey et al .
(1988a) that the pre-Gilbert r ed beds r egionally underlie
The ident i fi cation,

location, and probable sequences o f Gilbert age channels and
deltas are shown in Figure 13.
Goggin Borings (28)
Twelve borings 3000 ft (914.4 m) south of u.s. Highway
40 were loqged by the author at the Earthstore Inc. soil
laboratory.

Fifteen additional exposures were recorded

along an east-west
Source: Author's original data collected in 1988-89.

Rapid lithofacies change

above Gilbert t r ansgressive sands and pebbles is believed to

Gilbert transgressive sediments.

Measured beach ridge. at Maqna Spit (26).

Site

2

t~ive

fro. ei9ht borinl)s and an exposure in the vall of

COrea

1

(Piqure 11) indicate Gilbert

(1290.1 and 1289.8 .) overlie the red bed clays (5YR to 10

Sguth

Table 8.

'1'Ile tour upthrown-aide borinl)s aDd the drainage exposure

draina~.

north ot the boringa.

canal 20 to 40 ft (6 to 12 m)

These data are analoqous to the

previous borings at 1300 South in that the cor s straddle a

45

1300 SOUTH

~

_

1300 SOUTH
UTM
45111.10

.sIOIRO

00115590

00115550

UI

U2

UnlEaa

Ul

I.

4131.6 It

Dl"1290.IIft

03

1:

r
G

G
G

?

Fiqure 12.
Figure 11.

Map location, stratigraphy, and Gilbert
transgressive sedi.ents fro. the upthrovn-side
borings at 1300 South (27). See Table 3 for an
explanation of syabols and patterns.

Map location, stratigraphy, and Gilbert
transgressive sediments trom the dovnthrown-side
borings at 1300 South (27). See Table 3 tor an
explanation ot symbols and patterns.

Pigure 13.

Location of paleodeltas, paleochannels, three
shoreline., and important late Pleistocene
and Holocene geomorphic featur.s near the southeast area of Great Salt Lake. Barly pre-Gilbert
Jordan river paleodeltas (la) and (lb) underlie
later Gilbert shoreline sediment (A). A late
Gilbert paleodelta (2) i. build farther northwest toward a receding lake. The late Holocene
high shoreline (8) shows the for.&tion of a
lakeward bird-toot paleodelta (3) which probably
for.ed at the same time as the lunate bar (e).
The present Jordan River (4) has migrated eastward in response to faulting near the Wasatch
Mountain margins .
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47

bypotllMUed
!be

fau1~ 1IGUp

~

GOGGIN

of tU traugnaiv. 9rMn aanda, vtUch

overlie pn-GUIIert nil .... , an aClllllaMd of coarse lJ1"IIins
aJI4

an f0UD4 1Jl all of tU

boring

e

uptbrown-81~

(Pi~

14 aJI4 15).

Characteristio

other lacustrine faoi . .

DI

e

~U! :~I)i

I)l

1>6

e

OJ

•

e

0416535

•

1>4

0416539

•

O4I654J

UTM EaIll

No

UJ

fl

U4

I

borings Dl tbrougb D6 (Pigure 15

aJI4 16) c:onta1Jl reworked olays and. sanda froa probable

Gilbert age deltas above tile red becU.

•

e

\

U.I

an found above tIl. .e elevations.

downthrown-si~

U2

451l710'+----+---.:--1-- - - + - - -......_ _ _~

~

partiDp an f0UD4 at .."era! bariaolW in tile red beda.

!be

4511745

borings aJI4 in

at alevationa of 4213 (12.4.3 a) aJI4 4214 ft

(12.4.5 a)

UTM NorIh
4511no
UI

These interbedded

clays aJI4 sanda were likely deposited froa reworked lake
aediaant and. fluviodeltaic coaponanta, since these borings
are an average of 4 feet (1.3
side borings to tile west.

lower tIlan tile uptbrown-

There 1a a lack of lacustrine

depo.ita above tIlis altitude and a lack of Gilbert age
deposita at tile 15 drainage exposures east of the center (e)
core.
Three Flags Dorings (39)
The Three Flags site is located 2000 ft (609.6 .) south
of Q.s. Highway 40.

These four borings also straddle a

hypothesized fault.

The two uptbrown-side borings display

the typJ -::al red bed, green sand , then silt coaplex a. the
previous uptbrown-eide s ..ple. (Pigure 17).

The Gilbert

tranegressive aediaents are found at 4221 ft (1286 . 7 a) and
4220 ft (1286.5 .) respectively .

No lacustrine sediments

Fi gure 14.

Map location, stratigraphy, and Cilbert
transgressive sediments trom the tour westernmost upthrown-side borings at Goggin (28). See
Table 3 tor an explanation ot symbols and
patterns.
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GOGGIN
GOGGIN

4211.3 f. ·

--12X7 m

I1TM Nur.h
4!Tl770

01

\

•1>6
•03
•

• •U! :\~:

UI

•

4512745

Ul

~ ~

"'

•

~

...

.&---·:...-.....-..l....,~---

451271 0
0416535

I>l

041653'

--04-,6+-5:-::-3---

UTM EAs!

01

1>3
D6

4116.5 f.

f.

I

1>5

1>1

f.

I

1185.1 m

uo

Figure 16.
Figure 15.

The tour Goggin borings (28) that were drilled
near the hypothesized tault: the Gilbert age
sediments are missing towards the east. See
Table 3 tor an explanation ot symbols and
patterns.

Map location and stratigraphy or the downthrownside borings at Goggin (28) which are devoid ot
Gilbert age sediments. See Table 3 tor an
explanation ot symbols and ~atterns.
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3 FLAGS

are tound alIove th_ elevationa.

\\In

Jordan paleodeltes, contein only upslope oriqinatad clays

fte 40vntbr0Wn-.i4. borinlp, beillCJ tuthar vest ot the

UT1I North

4512R:!OJu 1
4511810

.\l\

U1

a

0

•

02

01

•

a

overlay1llC) Gilbert sadiaente.

--+----+---.. II-..l......,I--....,I---..I---..

4512l1OO . .
0415560

0415580

0415600
lTTM Ealll

0415620

Borinqs Dl and D2 exhibit

Gilbert transgr. .sive aed1aent at elevationa ot 4218 tt
(1285.6.) and 4217 tt (1285.4.).
USGS boringa (30)

UI

U1

4116 ft

- - 12RK m

Bineteen borinqa drilled by Dames and Moore, Inc. for
the USGS ahow the depth to the base ot the Gilbert
transgressive taciea at various sites (Table 9).

DI

D2

These

borillCJs define a buried topoqraphic surface, i.e., the subGilbert uncolDformity, which shows a pre-Gilbert
paleolandscape that parallels the existinq topoqraphy •

........

Jordan Riyer palecdelta (31,32)
It is hypothesized that the Jordan River drainaqe
channel (locality 31) entered the lake south and east ot
Maqua spit, producinq several subsequent lDeanderinq channels
and deltas durinq the Gilbert lake episode (Fiqure 13).
Introduction of fluvial sediment into a lacustrine
environment probably produced the interbeddinq seen in the
downthrown-side borinqs at the 1300 South and Goqqin
localities.

These interbedded strata are similar to

OViatt's (1984) underflow fans at Old River Bed.
Fiqura 17.

Map location, stratiqraphy, and Gilbert
transqressive .ediments trom 3 Plaqs (29).
See Table 3 for an explanation of symbols and
patterns.
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&apr .....1. . and • bacJdloe treDcb farther north

'1'abl. 9.

USGS boring (30) data and the . .tbatad d.pth to
the bue of Gilbert HClbeDt.

(locality 32) rev. .l pra-Gilbert nd beda at a depth of 86
inch. . (218.4 ca) below a surface of 4218 ft (1285.9 .)

site

U'1'Il •

U'1'Il If

B.tiJlated Depth
to ba.e
of Gilbart

Alt. of
of boring
(a)

ft

(Pigure 18).

Lying conforaably on the red beda i. a thin

bed of calcareous tufa-llU _teria1, vhicb is indicative of

a hardvater _rah environaent prior to the Gilbert episode.
Substation
qroup
waatewater
vut

Wa.tevater
.outhwest

0415320
0415390
0415750

4512800
4513110
4513060

4226.0
4225.5
4222.0

1288.0
1287.8
1286.8

4 ft (1.2 II)
4 ft (1.2 II)
4 ft (1.2 II)

0407310
040758"
0407575
0407310

4517120
4517125
4516880
4:316880

4214.5
4214.5
4215.5
4215.5

1284.5
1284.5
1284.8
1284.8

9
6
7
9

ft
ft
ft
ft

(2.7
(1.8
(2.1
(2.7

II)

0408890
0408880
0409130
0409125

4514140
4513890
4513890
4514140

4217.5
421.7.0
4218.0
4218.0

1285.4
1285.3
1285.6
1285.6

6
6
6
6

ft
ft
ft
ft

(1.8
(1.8
(1.8
(1.8

II)
II)

m)

of Antelope Island.

II)

laterally traceable on aerial photoqraphs, have been

II)
m)
m)

surveyed by the author at 4250 ft (1295.4 II), 4242 ft

4517490
4517060
4517060
4517500

4215.5
4215.0
4215.5
4215.5

1284.8
1284.7
1284.8
1284 .8

4
4
4
5

Bast
site

0415690
0415800
0415800
0415680

4512150
4512140
4512540
4512550

4228.5
4229.0
4225.0
4225.0

1288.7
1288.9
1287.7
1287.7

5.5 ft(1.7 m)
6 ft (1.8 m)
4 ft (1.2 m)
6 ft (1.8 m)

~eaton

Unicorn Point, naaed by Genevieve Atwood after the
shape of ita Holocen. spits, is located on the southern tip

II)

0413130
0413130
0412930
0412930

Source: USGS data provided by Jeff

unicorn Point (33)

II)

wastewater
north

ft
ft
ft
ft

(1.2
(1. 2
(1.2
(1.5

II)
II)

Above the tufa-like layer (4212 ft or 1284 a) i. a sandy
clay with abundant qastropoda.

of Barth.tore Inc.

Gilbert aqe boulder beaches, which are

(1293.2 II), and 4237 ft (1291.6 II) to 4230 ft (1289.5 II).
The clasts ranqe in size froll 3 to 12 in (7 . 6 to 30.4 em)
and at shallow depths have a lIatrix of sand and ooids.
seagull Point (34)
Seaqu11 Point, a locality that was recently exposed by
wave action froll the north, contains a .equence of sedillents
that ranqe froll pre-Gilbert red bed deposition to the recent
hiqh beach .trand of 1987.

The north-facinq exposure

reveals important stratiqraphic, qeollorphic, and radiometric
data (Fiqure 19, in pocket) .
The pre-Gilbert red bed. lie unconforaably over a
qroundwater stained boulder unit of probable colluvial

~:

~~

~

Il

~F

0
0
'1\:11

· .c·

~ LJ
, I}/

[J

~

~

2,000 ft

;
'I·..... ~

MId-Holocene
r.dlocarbon .ge
•• tlm.t••

SEAGULL POINT EXPOSURE
Antelope Island

Seagull Point Locality (34)
See Table 3 for an explanation
of stratigraphic symbols.

~~~~r;

SE

4214
4213
4212
4211

~4216
4215

4217

4218

4219

4228
4227
4226
4225
4224
4223
4222
4221
4220

4229

-4230

Figure 19.

Ii

lilt. Holocene High
ragre •• lon

~

Gilbert
tranaar-uive
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4219 fl

1~/::·\IIItI

1

I:

f~1

!l', I,:hl;

1;::~,ill·}lrtl"i l\ t,l

Figure 18.

rlJil::; ·: E.!}E1rW ,'; !

i ;, :

,I

rB':Jt. ;-lmmVJ\I :Ifj
tltl>;:ltWftJ ' 1 [II (,' !I

Trench stratigraphy fro. the Jordan River
palecdelta (32) showing the Gilbert age
sediment as a tuta-like material that was
probably precipitated fro. a .ar.h
environment. See Tabl. 3 tor an explanation
ot symbol. and patterns.
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orillin.

The

~

bec1a ranliJe in thicme..

tro. 4 ft (1.2

II)

57
The.e rippled beds

are interpreted a. Gilbert reqr. . .ive facie ••

to 5 ft (1.5 II) and cUp below the ba.e of the pre.ent
expo.ur.. 1700 ft (518 II) ea.t of the we.t end of these
exposur...

are interlaainated with clays and .ilts.

In the we.tern expo.ure. the fir.t 500 tt (152

The .and unit that overlie. the Gilbert reqre •• ive
rippled beds is compo.ed ot tine to lIedium qrains and lacks

II) bave been altered by eph. .eral drainage and hypothesized

well defined beddinq.

upslope landslide JIOv...nt, reworkinq Gilbert aqe sedillent

texture, and relatively low ripple index, suqqest. that

after they were init.' .ally deposited.

these sands were deposited as a dune complex atter the

The red bed unit

The thicme.. (6 tt or 1.8 II),

contains an oxidized red .and and o.tracod horizon averaqing

Gilbert reqre.sion.

0.75 in (2.0 ca) (lliddle .and on Fiqure 19 in pocket) that

overlie the dune sands, at altitude. ot 4225 to 4228 ft

TransqressivA pebble. and cobbles

i. consi.tent throuqh 1I0.t of the exposure, indicatinq a

(1287.7 to 1288.6 II) and grade into c . .ented sands lakeward.

hiatus in red bed deposition (currey et al., 1988a).

This cOllplex is interpreted as a post-Gilbert transgression

top of the red bed

The

unit is overlain unconformably by an

ostracod layer that is up to 0.3 in (1 em) thick.

This

to the 4230 tt (1289.3 II) level, seen a. beach crests and
berms in many

loc~lities

around the lake.

death assemblaqe of ostracods was probably killed by
increasinq salinJty and decreasinq water levels, lending
support the theory of a low stand prior to the Gilbert
tranaqression (currey at al., 1983).
A 1- to 2-ft (30- to 60-em) green sand unit overlies
the red beds and ostracod layer.

These Gilbert

t.ranaqres.ive sahds exhibit alternating bedding with a
co.position of fine, well sorted sands with infrequent silt
and clay layers.
brown.

SOlie ot these layers are stained orange to

Thi. sand contains an as.emblaqe of qastropod. in

the upper portion of the unit, similar to that of the West
Public Shootinq Grounds locality.

Above the qreen .and unit

White Rock BaY (37 )
White Rock Bay, located on the northwestern end of
Antelope Island, straddles a boundary of the Great Salt Lake
State Park.

The author tound Gilbert age features '

fora ot a ridqe at 4276 tt (1303.2
at 4257 ft (1297.6

II).

II)

the

and a wave c . _ terrace

A larqe ridge at 4250 ft (1295.4 m)

and a sllaller ridge at 4243 ft (1293.4 II) were also
observed. Another possible Gilbert age beach crest is
located between 4236 ft and 42 J 2 ft (1291 .2 II to 1290.1 mI.
~(38)

Rubin and Alexander (1958) analyzed woody lIaterial in a

i. a 4- to 6-in (10- to 15-ca) wave-rippled bed of well

sand unit at 4232 ft (1291

sorted, carbonate eands of coarse to medium texture, which

age eati.ate of 9730 ± 350 yr B.P. (W-386; no 13C adjust-

II).

This lIaterial provided an

58
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..nt), vbich currey aDd J .... (1982) interpret a. a late

be duiVed fro. Gilbert beaell. . (Jannu,p, 1'57).

ph. .e of the Gilbert epiaode.

Gilbert lIbore va. probably not far trca tha IIOUth of Dang.r
cava.

Argheglggic

a.u.

The

Coprol1ta ruaarcb by Pry (1976) lUft. .ta that the

inhabitanta ata _tly halophytic vl9atel fooda .uell

Da.crbrt.!0D.l

II

Art.l.ia tridlDYY (lAgebrullb), UdplN ggnf.rtitplia
panqv CAD (11)
'!'be atratigraphy in Danqer cave help. .upport the

(llbadacala), sacpbaW' yaniC\1laua (qr. . .evood),

IMriganu. (bulru.h), and Juniperut p.gpGtrwa (Juniper

gea.orphic evidenCl of late Plei.tocene and Barly Holocene
chronolOCiJie..

Danqlr cave va. excavated between 1949 and

1953 by a nuablr of acienti.t. under the dir.ction and

auparvi.ion of J .... o. Janninq' (Janninq"
located 1 ,i (1.6

ta)

1957).

~

It i .

nuta).

Thair diet. Wlr. . .agarly ,uppleaanted by harva.tinq

fauna and flora froa othar acolOCiJical aone. to the w•• t.
Frellb vatar 11 found in the fona of runoff and .pring.

(St..., 1977) a. indicated by earllb .ediaent abova Gilb.rt

north.a.t of Wendov.r, in Too.l.

tranaqr ••• iv. qravel. found in Juka Box tr.nell.

county, at an .levation of 4310 ft (1313.6.).
Th. fir.t huaan occupation wa' .o••ti •• around 10,500
yr B.P.

Juka Box Cave (19)
Juke Box Cave i. located 2.2 aile. (3.5 km) north of

Thi. a9' i. an av.rag. of ••ven radiocarbon aqe

•• tiaat•• on mat.rial. fro. the .urface of sand I (.tratum

W.ndov.r.

2), unit 01, and the lowar part of unit 011 (Madsen, written

that of Dang.r Cave, althouqh radio••tric data are non-

communication, 1987).

~t i. inferred by Jenninqs (1957)

that the .ite was occupied by paleo-Indians fro. late
to early fall.

and .auntain .heep were pre.ent either in alternatinq
.easons or when hlmlJ\! were ab.ent.

.xi.tent.
Lake Bonneville .ediments, includinq marl, are found 14

s~er

There i. radio.etric evidence that both bats

Layer. of bat qua no in

The .tratiqraphy of Juk. Box cave i • • imilar to

f ••t (4.2 meter.) below the surfac..
material unconformably is a
oxidiz.d near the top.

ov.rlyinq thi.

calcareou. silt lay.r that is

Thi• •tratua is void of cultural

the lower cultural .trata have be.n linked to .oderately wet

artifacts and ostracod. but contains a fossil phalanqe of

condition. and increa.ed in ••ct population. (Jenninq.,

~

1957).

al.o

O.tracod .h.ll., ga.tropod .hell., and ooid. are

f~und

in the.e lower .trata.

Froa the earlie.t . . jor ~~pational horizon. of

hUlana, there are eolian banda of du.t and .and beli.v.d to

sp. (Jenninqs, 1957).

Oisconformably overlyinq .edi.ents contain alternatinq
layers of rockfall aat.rial, veq.table matter, and loe •• al
beds.

In a cO'parison of both Dang.r and Juke Box Caves,

61
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Jannings (1957) concluded that the paleoenvironmental and
archeologic histories vere sillilar.
Hoqup

CAytI

Rltltude
~

~

(16)

~

0

.....,.

0

N
..,.

N

N

M

..,.

N
..,.

0

N

8N
..,.
iN

IIOCJUp cave _s excavated durir19 1967 and 1968 by teams

...... .....,.
0

C1I

0

E
~

of archeologists fro. the University of Utah (Aikens, 1970) .

iii

This cave faces the Great Salt Lake Desert flats on the
vestern flank of the Hogup Mountains.

N

ta)

0
0
0

M

elavation of the aouth of the cave at 4700 tt (1432.5 m), 1
ai (1.6

'"

>.

Aikens estimates the

..,.

east ot a spring (cresant spring) that probably

s erved as the vat.r source.

,;

...
0

-.. ...
0

'"

The earliest cultural stratum has estimated ages ot
8800 ± 200 yr B.P. (Gal( 2083) and 8350 ± 160 yr B.P. (GaK

\D

1569) (13 C adjustments unknown), suggesting that humans

,...

Q.

1:1:1

~

~

IC"I

Q

entered this cave relatively late compared to Danger and
Juke Box caves.

These age estimates are trom the tirst

co
C1I

Aikens (1970) inters that during stratum 1 time, water
Gre a ~

ro ....
a;~

Salt Lake Desert.

This assertion is partially based on human dietary content,

•

0

(DC\I
C\I

which is indicated by coprolites with 50 percent halophytes

..uo,m;o,u",
-

in strata 1 through 3 (Fry, 1976) .

N
'"
..,.

between the period ot 12,000 and 8000 yr ago is summarized
in Pigure 20.
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regr... ion, about

~3,000

yr B.P., the lake b.d regr••••d to

• l.v.l below 4220 ft (1286.2 a)

(scott.t al., 1983;

De.ring and Poster (1986) .re repre.ented by very low
frequency v.ves (1000 year v.ves) stai l.r to CUrrey .t al .

Spencer.t al., 1984/ OViatt, 1984/ CUrr.y.t al., 1988a).

(1984) and currey and OVi.tt's (1985, p. 1091) hydroqr.ph

This int.rlacuatral .pisod. provided the .uba.rial exposure

di.qr....

for oxidising and bene. redd.ning sedia.nts from the .xposed

lik.ly deposited .s • r.sult of lov lak. stand first- and

lakebed and va.bing th_ into the

s.cond-order fluctuations.

diainiabing lak..

nearsbor. son. of the

Th... pr.-oilbert red beds bave be.n

The sand partings and ostr.cod asseabl.ges were

spenc.r.t al. (1984) suggest

that the lake fur-jD.r regr.ssed to v.ry n.ar dessication

.xaained at Littl. Mountain, W.st Public Shooting Grounds,

l.v.ls, l.ading to the pr.cipitation of Glaub.r's salt

1300 South borings, Goqgin borings, 3 Flags borings, USGS

(Na2S04el0H20) at the de.p.st portion of the present Great

borings, Jordan River paleodelta II, and Seaqull Point.

Salt Lake.

The pre-oilbert red beds conformably overlie Bonneville

CUrr.y et al. (1988a) discuss the subaerial surface at

alloforaation units around the periphery of the northern

the top of the pr.-Gilbert red beds that resulted in

Bonneville basin and Great Salt Lak..

desiccation cracks, ostracod assemblages, erosional relief,

The beds range in

thickness from 0.3 to 6.5 ft (0.1 to 2.0 m) and in color

and desert pavement best shown at Little Mountain and West

from 5 YR to 10 YR (CUrrey et al., 1988a).

Public Shooting grounds.

They texturally

rang. from friable sands and sandy clay loams to calcareous
muds and clays.

(Jennings, 1957).

In the majority of sites where pre-Gilbert red beds are
found, 1 to 5 sand partings of 0.4-1.0 in (0.7-2 .5 em) were
discovered.

The sand partings suggest periodic fluctuations

during red bed deposition.

Red oxidized sand partings with

ostracod assemblages, as seen at Goggin, Danger Cave, and
Seagull Point, further indicate possible complex
oacillationa during deposition.
As aeen in Fiqure 1, firat-ord.r fluctuations are

repr ...nted by annual high frequency wave amplitudes.
Second-order fluctuations would be repreaented by 100 yr low

Juke Box Cave contains oxidized

silts above the last Provo stage lacustral sediments
- si-ilar
evidence, Miller (1980) and
Fro-

currey et al. (1983) postulate a low stand prior to the
Gilbert transgression with an upper limiting elevation ot
4220 ft (1286.2 m) and minimum age estimate of 12,000 yr
B.P.
overlying the pre-Gilb.rt r.d bed unit is the Gilbert
transgressive (green sand) unit.

The transgressive facies

consiat of beach gravels at high energy shore locations,
coars. to fin. green sands in ••diu. shore and deltaic
areas, and gastropod-rich muds in marshy coastal flats, near
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fraah _ter .oure...

Radiocarbon age e.t""te. of the

Gilbert tranagre •• ion are found in Table 10 .

Ba. ed on these

aat""te. and the gea.orphic evidence , the Gilbert
o

tran.gre•• ion probably began approx""tely 12,000 yr B.P.

.::::;}t:-

Anthropologic data at Danger, Juke Box, and Hoc;up caves
sugg. .t that the Gilbert tranac;re.sion did not reach
elevation. greater than 4310 ft (1313 a) .

The Gilbert beach

elevation. and the nuaber of beach building events are
partially . . .ked by isostatic rebounding.

The highest

Gilbert facies at Juke Box trench are found at 4247 tt
(1294.4 a , and the lakeward pair ot spits at Magna are tound
at an elevation of 4245 tt (1293.8).

At Mills Junction the

crest of the Gilbert age spit is 4260 tt (1298.3 m).

The

remaining 15 localities have a number of beach berms at
ditterent elevations (Figure 21).

.:;;

u

~

Radiocarbon age estimates tor the Gilbert
tra nsgression.

Table 10.

\I~:.,

~

~
~

~

Rad i ocarbon age

Lab No.

site

Reterence

~z
z

':::::

.,

0

·11 ,4 53
·11,151
·10,270
·10,920
11,990
11,570
10,990
·10,300
·10,285

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

600
570
650
150
100
100
110
310
265

C-609
C-61 0
M-204
W- 4395
Beta-16912
Beta-16913
Beta-22431
GX-6949
GX-6614

• 13C adjustments unknown

Danger (18)
Danger
Danger
WPSG (3)
WPSG
WPSG
WPSG
Magna ( 26)
Magna

Jennings (1957)
Jennings (1957)
Jennings (1957)
Mil ler (1980)
CUrrey (unpub.
currey data)
Murchison (1989)
currey (1983)
currey (1983)
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unrav.l the Gilbert tranII9re••ion and reqr•• don

hi.tory, thre. techniqu" ver. utilized.

Th. fir.t

.hould have consid.rably le.s silt and clay accuaulation.

..tabli8hed . . dcnli.n.ant at .ach locality dnce the last
The ••cond technique was to observe and

.ea.ure .elected properties ot the .urticial sediments on
Th. third technique vas to u•• the Xrusk.l-Wallis H

t ..t to statistically evaluate surticial sediment data
int.rring wbich beacb•• were trom similar populations.
Tbe tirst technique is very subjective, due to tbe tact
that it was carried out visually.

The oldest ot the

dev~id

ot balopbytes.

The younger

beacbes b.ave a cover ot only qrasses and/or halophytes or
are devoid ot all veqetation.

The preliminary

criteria as well as altitude and position.

absence of ooids, and samplinq sediment at the crests of
Ooids were not observed above

elevations ot 4225 ft (12 87.7 m) but were increasinqly
Laboratory analysis of 10 and 30

ca sediment samples provided a measure ot silt+clay
accuaulatlon as a percentaqe of the total sediment.

The aaaples,

listed in Table 10, .hOY the aaapled beach. . a."ld their
respective silt+clay perc.ntag...
A tvo-tailed ditterenc. ot population test (H - 23.17)
at a 0.10 signiticanc. level (atter Iagreen, 1985) indicates

ditferent from eacb other.

To t.st wheth.r the Gilbert

beach•• belong to the .... population, the three Gilbert
beach samples vere subjected to the same test resultinq in a
Tbe H - 0.71 at

the 0.10 signiticance level statistically inters that the
The

lake level geomorphically .xpressed at 4230 ft (1289 m) (see
Tabl. 10) vas tested with the Gilbert sboreline; a H
statistic of 0 .42 at the 0.10 signiticance level implies
that the 4230 tt (1289 m) shoreline is within the same
population as the Gilbert sbor.lines.
West Public Shootinq Grounds depos its indicate up to

This

sllt+clay percentage is used to inter relative aqe since
deposit 10n.

troa identical populations (Bbdon, 11185).

Gilbert beaches belonq to the id.ntical population.

Tbe second technique involved observinq the presence or

abundant below that level.

textural s . .pl.s to inter vheth.r the s . .ples were tak.n

H - 0.71 at the 0.10 significance level.

identitication ot Gilbert aqe beaches was based on the above

berms at 10 and 30 em depths.

Th. nonperaaetric Xruakal-Wallis B t ..t vas applied to the

that all altitudinal sample populations are significantly

observed beaches bave a cover ot nonhalopbytic shrub and/or
grass communities and are

Sines pedOClJen. . is is usually a

teaporally dependent occurrence, younger lacustral t.atures

properti. . ot the .urtace veqetation, which 18 now

beras.

should have accuaulated noainal aaounts ot silts and clays
throUCJh pedoqen•• i8.

technique va. to ob.erv. the qualitatively .elect.d

.aline inundation.

Soil. tor..cS on older lacuatral 9_rphic t . .tur••

tour tran.gressiv. saline inundations.

A series ot aarsh

69
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Table 11.

Silt+clay percentages froa Great Belt Lake sitas.
The nuabera in the parenthesis ar. the overall
rankinqs of the s-.ple valuos.

deposita overlie the red be4II at ..veral sit. . , bplying
several intervals of _iat conditions.

A speci. . specific

radiocarbon aJe estt.ate on Lywna. . stagnalis shells suggast
a tranagreasion about 10,990 t 110 yr B.P. (Beta 22431)

*
Loc .

Gil. High

Gil. Med.

Gil. Low

4230

followed by a minor reqreasion.

At Magna spit, gastropod

shalls suggest a aultiple spit foraation at 4245 ft (1293 a)
4

.195 (46)
.107 (36)

.039 (26)
.009 (6.5)

.015 (16. 3 )
.005 (3.5 )

.017 (19.5)
.051 (27)

betwaen 10,300 t 310 yr B.P. (GX-6949) and 10,285 t 265 yr
B.P. (GX-6614) (currey and OViatt, 1985).

6

.404 (53)
.145 (43)

I f an estt.ated

60 ft or 18 m (currey, 1980) of isostatic r~undinq is
taken into account, at least three . . jor beach buildinq

11

.110 (36.3)
.146 (44)

26

.076
.116
.074
. 116

.377 (51)
.392 (52)

.628 (55)
.483 (54)

.196 (47)
.236 (49)

oscillations, after the four ... ller transgressions, are
thought by the author to comprise the Gilbert episode.

(34)
(39.5)
(30.3)
(39.5)

The first and second transgression are probably
responsible for the two associated beaches below the 4250 tt
(1295.3 m) level .

33

.134 (42)
.162 (45)

The third oscillation is estimated to

have formed the highest level, which is altitudinally
consistent throughout the sites , it isostatic rebound is

*

Numbers refer to loca l ities listed on Table 1.
Source: Author's original data collected between 1987-1988.

taken into account.

The lake pr obably began to regress

sometime after 10,000 yr B.P.

The H statistic of 0.42 (see

above) and associated radiocarbon age estiaations ot 9450 ±
150 yr B.P. (Beta-21807; no 13C adjustment) and 9730 t 350
yr B.P. (W-386; no 13 C adjustment) suggest that the 4230 tt
(1289 m) level may have tormed b.tween 9700 and 9400 yr B.P.
(CUrrey and James, 1982).

The 42.0 ft (1289.2 m) beaches

are discussed at most ot the localities i n this chapter (see
Figure 21).
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&abrinqer'. (1985) pollen record in the Gr.at Ba.in
auqgeata that after 9000 yr B.P. ri.inq te.peratur••
contra.ted abarply with the previoua cool-aoi.t condition•.
Fry

(1976) inf.ra the .... varainq trend, at Hoqup Cav.

around 8300 yr 8.P., fro. huaan coprolit•• that .xhibit the
KID-HOLOCBHB (8 000 TO 4000 YR 8 .1'.)
inqeation of halophytic veg.tal fooda and high .odiu.
excretion.

Ba.ed on the above data, it can be a •• u.ed that
I nt.roduction

the lab lowered gradually through the n.xt 1000 y.ar..

In

contraat to ay int.rpretation, data by I.gre.n (1986)
Pr«viOUl Conc.pt•
• uggeata high .ffectiv. aoi.tur., following the post-Gilbert
varainq, in the .a.t.rn Gr.at Ba.in betw•• n 8490-7740 yr

The aid-Holoc.n. ha. been d ••cribed a. a period of low
lake l.v.l. in aany area. in the w••t and s outhw•• t (Ant .vs,

8.P.

curr.y and J . . . . (1982) report that Sevier Lake and
1952: Morrison, 1966: Harper and Alder , 1972 ; currey, 1980 :

Gr.at Salt Lake w.nt through a .light lake ris. around 8000
yr B.P., baaed on .tratigraphic records froa areas outside

the basin.

This high.r a o i.ture could be responsible tor

the po.t-Gilbert aarshe. at 8360 ± 140 yr B.P. (-26.4 0/00

Mads.n, 19801

O~ey

and J . . . . , 1982; Mehring.r, 1985).

Someti.e. r.f.red to as the Altithermal, thi. period was
characterized by warmth and drought-like conditions (Smith
and Street-Perrott, 1983).

13 C: Beta-18804 ) fro. Juk. Box Trench, although no other
sit .. exhibit a co.parabl. high etfective moisture regime at
thia ti_.

Morrison (1966) believes that

gypsum-coid dunes formed in the Great Salt Lake Desert
during thia time.
There is debate whether the lake actually dried up
periodically during this period.

Morrison (1966) referred

to the interlacustrine unconformity, coeval eolian deposits,
and the Midvale soil near modern lake margins as evidence ot
complete dessication.

CUrrey (1980) inters that dessication

polygons tormed above the water table during one or more
mid-Holocene intervala, as evidenced by polygonal tissures
that are now submerged.

Arnow (1984) recognizes lake levels

lower than 4200 ft (1280 m) but believes the lake never
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COIIpl.tely dried up.

Cor. . studied by Grey and Benn.tt

(197l) revealed no evidence ot cOllpl.t. d.saication in po.tGilbert

4!

ta..

Aut.bgr'l h'Mmh Strategy

Pr_ioua studi.. SU99.st that this tt.. period is
typitied by waraar and dri.r cliaat..

Potential g.omorphic

and .rcbeoloqic lake evid.nce, it existinq, vill probably be

tound .t ..an or lov.r than . .an altitud.s.

Th. int.r-

pr.tation of suba.rial and subaqu.ous d.posits vith .pecial
.aphisi. on obt.ininq r.diocarbon ag. .stiaat.s is the
r •••• reb d.siqn . .thod utilized in this 4000 yr period.
~

OV.ryi"

Th • .-all body of evid.nc., obt.ined from previous
r.ports and the .uthor's field and laboratory work, suggests
that the lake fluctu.ted betw••n 4212 and 4180 ft (1284 and
1274 m) for 4000 yr.

It i. thought that n.tworks of

pol}'gonal ti •• ur •• indicat. a very low lake between 6900 and
6000 yr B.P. (CUrrey, 1980).

Localities .Xhibiting

.5 FIELD LOCALITIES
::"" MOUNTAINOUS AREAS

information from this tt.e p.riod are shown in Figure 22.

o
I

G.gaorphic

~

The we.t shor~ of Stansbury Island i. almost completely
lined with ooids due to th• •hallown.s. of the lake floor to

10 15 20 MI

!

Ba.. aft., M.K . Ridd (19601

Descriptions

Stansbury Island (23)

5

Figure 22.

Hap of localities mentioned for the period
between 8000 and 4000 yr B.P.
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the .outh__ t.

on the _tern ahore, ooida c_ted to

WEST
STANSBURY ISLAND

oolite were ..-pled fro. a plainar bed that overlie• •hore
pebble. and i. unconforaably overlain by fore.et bed. ot
ooida.

The ooida vere excavated fro. a quarry 30.5 in

cal below the .urface.

(77.4

4215 ft

feet

Th. . . .&llPle va. found at an

altitude of 4lll tt (ll84.0 s) and ha. a radiocarbon aqe ot
7070 t 100 yr B.P. (+4.7 0/00 l3 C; Beta-ll43l) (Fiqure 23).
Thi. ceaented ooid layer i. probably a beach that was buried
by ooid aanda ot a later Holocene tranaqression.
JOrdAn Riyer Paleadelta II (32)
Bet~

The distributary levee. ot the JordAn pAleadeltA II

22432

channel, overlyinq Gilbert tranaqre •• ive tAcies, were
probably toraed soaetiae atter 8000 yr aqo.

The

paleochannel cut throuqh whAt is now a typic NAtrustalf.
Thi. Altisol i. a asaber ot the Lasil series and the finesilty, sixed, aesic faaily (Soil Survey Statt, 1974).
de.cription of this serie. is listed on Table 11.

The

The

parent asterial ot this series is composed ot mixed lake
sediments with additional loessal aaterial in the A and B
horizon•.
The difference. in texture, mineralogy, color , and pH
between the channel and the Lasil series suqqest different
parent asterial, aqe, and fluvial or lacustral histories
(Table 12 ).

The La.il soil has developed in lacustrine

sed iaent s with qround water fluctuations that represent the
typic Natrustalfs.

The tiner texture (clay loams and silty

Fi qure 23 .

stratiqraphy of Stan.bury Island locality (23);
radiocarbon aqe on horizontally bedded ooids.
See Table J tor an explanation ot syabol. and
pattern•.
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Soil horizon coaparasion between the La.il .oil
and Jordan peleochannel soils.

Table 13.
Table 12.

A2

AJ

Las11 Seri. . _11 n_r Jordan peleodelta II (32).

0 to 5 in, light brovnieh-<)rlly (10n 6/2) .ilt
loa., llediUII, platy .tructurel .lightly hard,
friable, .lightly pla.ticl co.aon very fine root.
and very fine pore.; .tronqlyalkaline (pH 8.8).

La.n

qray

pH - 8.8
B2t

B2t

9 to 14 in, light-qray (10n 7/2) clay loaa,
llediUII, pri..atic .tructure; extr...ly hard, firlll.
.ticky, and very pla.tic; fev very fine root.: many
very fine pore.: orqanic and clay fil . . on ped
face.; calcareou•• very .trongly alkaline (pH 9.2).

B

Clay loam
10n 7/2
Ok. qrayi.h
brown
pH - 9.2

AD

Sandy 101lJl
5Y 7/3
Pale yellOW

14 to 19 in. light-qray (2.SY 7/2) .ilty clay
loaa, ...siUII. platy .tructurel extr. .ely hard and
.ticky and very pla.tic; fev very fine root.; many
very fine and fine pore.; orqanic and clay films on
pad facu; calcareous • • tronqly alkaline (pH 9 . 2) .

B3ca

C1ca -

19 to 29 in. light-qray (SY 7/2) .ilty clay loam
yellowieh-brown (lOn S/4) .ottle.: .... ive: extreme
ly hard. friable ••ticky and very pla.tic: many very
tine and tine pore.: calcareou •• very alkaline
(pH 9.6).

Clca

C2

29 to 48 in. light-qray (SY 7/2) .ilt loam.
dark yellowi.h-brown (IOn 4/4) .ottl•• : ma •• ive:
triabl ••• lightly .ticky and pla.tic: .. ny v.ry tine
por•• : calcar.ou •••trongly alkaline (pH 9.2).

C2

IIC3 -

48 to 78 in. light-qray (2.SY 7/2) tine .and.
coar ••• brown (lOn 4/3) and y.llowi.h-brown (10YR
5/4) .ottl •• : .... iv •• v.ry triabl •• non.ticky and
nonpla.tic: tew tin. int.r.titial por•• : calcareous,
alkaline (pH 9.0).

Clay 10a1ll
2.5Y 7/2
Lt. olive brown
pH - 9.2
Cl
Silty clay loam
5Y 7/2
Light gray
pH - 9.6

IIC3

silt 10a1ll
5Y 7/2
Light gray
pH - 9.2
Fine .and
2.5Y 7/2
Olive gray
pH - 9 . 0

Cl
Sandy loam
2.5Y 5/2
Grayish brown
pH - 8.2

IIC2
Sand
5Y 5/4
olive
pH - 8.4

sandy loam
IOn 5/4
Yellowish
brown
pH - 8.9
sandy clay loam
5Y 7/2
Light gray
pH - 8.4

pH - 8 . 1
B

B3ca -

Sourc.: soil Surv.y Statt, 1974

Sandy loaa
10n 4/4
Ok. y.llowish
brown
pH - 8.1

silt loaa
10n 6/6
Lt. brownish-

5 to 9 in, light brovnieh-<)rlly (lOn 6/2) .ilt
loa., llediUII, pri..atic .tructure; hard, friable,
.lightly pla.ticl fev very fine roota; .any very
fine por. . ; calcareou., .tronq alkaline (pH 8.9).

A

A

A2-AJ

Trench 2

Trench 1

series

C2

Sandy clay loam
2.SY 8/2
White
pH - 7.9
Sandy loam
2.SY 8/4
Pale yellow
pH - 8.1
LoalllY sand
5Y 6/3
Pal. olive
pH - 8.2

IIC3
Loa.y sand
5Y 6/4
Pale Olive
pH - 8.0
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organic content in this . .rab bed sugqesta accuaulatioa on a
clay loaaa) auqq. .ta that the La.il .oil has undergone clay
lagoon floor during a protracted lake rise and stabilization
.ynth. .i. and i. relatively older than the channel . .terial.
M

the Ladl 8011 va. undergoinq pedoc;ene.b, the channel

level.
Farther west (Figure 24b), a 6-in (15-ca) wedge shaped

and tloodplain ar... ware collecting new layer. of coar.er

organic bed is tound at 4211.2 tt (1283.5 a).
Hnc1a trca the Jordan River paleedelta.

Sed~t

10'1d and

A radiocarbon

age ot a s . .ple (2.5 ga ot buaate extract) ot the organic

vater diacharge fluctuationa, atter Gate. (1984), are
believed to be r . .pona1ll1e tor .equential layering ot
fluvial aanda toward the .outh bend ot the river channel.

aarshy saterial is rGported at 5890 t 120 yr B.P. (-26.1
0/00 13 C; Bata 26629).

This aarsb aaterial overlies a

coarse sand unit ot 10 in (25 cal and is overlain by ·1 white
Medern A and lower B borizona probably developed trom eolian
.ource. atter abandonaent and .ubsequent eastward aiqration

to gray, medium clean sand unit ot 4 in (10 cal·
Conformably overlying the clean sand unit, is another

ot the Jordan River so_tiAe atter 2000 yr ago.
aarshy calcareous organic soil (Figure 25b).

The overlying

organic aarshy soil was tormed 2000 yr later (8eta-25289),

Seagull Point (34)
On the eastern end

ot Seaqull Point, Holocene aarsh

suggesting very slight lake fluctuations during this period.

sediaents are seen in outcrop as wedge-shaped bodies ot
organic sediaent.

These organic deposits appear to have

Tin Lambing Shed Basin (36)
A 0.43-in (l-ca)

thi~k

calcareous lacustrine mud was

accuaulated behind baraa or soae other barrier beaches.
removed from an inclined lens in a sequence of foreset
These aarsb sediaents probably continue laterally along
gravels for radiocarbon age estimation.

strike throughout tbe lenqtb ot the spits.
The oldest and aost organic s . .ple (8 ga ot hwraate

This sample was

taken froa coastal bluffs 5 ft (1.5 a) below a 4218
ft(1285.6 a) beach crest.

The radiocarbon age of 7260

t

130

extract) was taken troa a 2-in (5-ca) thick wedge-shaped bed
at 4210.2 tt (1283.2 a).

The saaple was overlain by a 6 in

yr B.P. (-4.5 0/00 13 C; 8eta-23353) is based on carbonate
carbon only.

This saaple is thought to contain secondary

(15.2 cal iron-stained sand unit and 2-tt (60-ca) white-gray
carbonate, but is sequentially and altitudinally analoc;ous
calcareous sand unit.

The exposure was capped by a 1.1 ft
to the Stansbury Island (23) ooid age estimate.

(32 . 5 cal aedem soil, with saltqrass (pistichli.

~)

and greasewood (Sarcobatus yeraieylatus) vegetation at the
surface (Figure 24a).
7650

t

The s . .ple has a radiocarbon age of

90 yr B.P. (-26.4 0/00 13 C; Bata 25290).

The high

80
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It is theorized that th. .e _terials _re deposited and then
buried by a later Holocene transgression.

SEAGULL POINT
RADIOCARBON AGI: SITES

ArchlOloqic

4214 ft

aits

pascriptiora

[)anger CAve ( 18)

r

Jennings (1957) believes huaan presence at [)anger Cave
dwindled so_tI.e around 7000 yr B.P. and va. rare or evan
absent until 3819 t 160 yr B.P. (C-636, 13C adjustaent
unknown).

toessal accuaulation, tor.-tion ot salts trom

runott, and interaittent quano banda overlie earlier human

Be •• 25289

occupational zones, u.plying intrequunt occupation or
abandonment during this period.
Beu 26629

It is probable that since the Gilbert regression,
sustained human occupation at Danger Cave became
loqistically uneconomical.

Be •• 25290

This partial occupation lends

support to the theory o( Simms (1977) and Madsen (1982) that

SE

NW

A

B

later Great Salt Lake Desert inundations positively
intluences human reoccupation ot cave sites due to increases

ot marshland habitat.
Hogup Caye (16)
rlqun 24 .

stratlqraphlc colu.ns on the eastern part o( the
S.aqull Point (J.) expoaure (ae. riqure 19).
s.e Table J tor an explanation o( syabOls and
patt.rns.

Hoqup Cave human occupational zones are divided into
units that are characterized by t'ecoqnizabl e cultural
patterns.

Unit 1 is divided into 8 strata, and is estimated

to date tram 8400 to 3250 radiocarbon yr B.P.

Strata

through 8 exhibit a possible shitt in cultural and
ecoloqical patterns based on the distribution at tlora and
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fauna raaiM.

It baa

bee.~

8U99-ted by Aikena (1970) that

a drying trend, in the latter balf of Unit 1, vaa
reapGna1ble for Great Salt Lake Deaert d . .iccation and

iDcreaaed halophytic veqetatior.\.

Aikena alao .uCjJCJe.ta that

b'. .na ware utiliain9 the .ite IIOre intenaely, exploitinq
new tool t:ecbnoloqi. . , and barv. .tin9 IIOre diverae .peci••

later iD unit 1.

I t . _ that t h _ traita wer. probably

adapted in reapGnae to a lake lev.l that vas abnnt fro.
this .ita durinq all of the early bUJlan occupation.
Sandyich Sh.lter (22)

Located on th. north. . .t .id. of Stansbury i.land,
Sandwich Sh.lter li. . at approxiJlentally 4269 ft (1301.1 JI)
(Marvitt . t al., 1971, p. 27).

A radiocarbon aq. of 7040 ±

280 yr B.P. (~55, 13c adjuat.ent unknown) va. obtain.d
fro. charcoal at the low••t hmaan occupation .tratUJI.
lIehrinq.r (1986) .tat.. that a land bridq. or the shoal at
4206 ft (1281 a) va. r.quired for huaan aiqration to the
i.land.

curr.y and J . . . . (1982) and I.qr••n (1986)

recoqniz. the teaporal .iqnificanc. of a land bridq. between
Stansbury I .land and the . . inland.

As.Wlinq that the lake

was at 4212 ft (1283 a), a. the stan.bury ooid aq. lapli •• ,
bUJlana could .till walk aero.. the .hallow .xpan.. to the
i_land (J. . . .on, 1958).
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th. ar.a va. dry vith little or no inundation of the ~r.at
I'gtopic And ralynglgqic
De.griptigDl

SAlt Lake De•• rt.

a1tA

McKenzi. and Eberli (1987) utilized carbonat. cont.nt
and aineraloqy a. WIlL a. oxygen-isotope .tratiqraphi.s in

a.a I.IH

~ Ill.d.D.a (17), ~
~ (45), and ~ aJ..ts 1. (46)

studi.. by

~rey

th.ir a .....ment of aid-Holoc.n. lake f luctuatioDl froa an

and Benn.tt (1972) ••tiaat. lake l.v.l

o~fshor.

locality v ••t of Ant.lope I.land (46).

Th.

fluctuatioDl Ulinq i.otopic data gath.red at localitie. (17)

appearance of authigenic dolOJlit. above the Mazama a.h layer

and (45).

at 1.83 a to 4.38 ., led McKenzi. and Eberli to concur with

~r.y

and Benn.tt (1972) r.port carbon and oxygen-

1Iotope valu.. frOll a cor. takan at cr..ent spring. ( 17) .

CUrr.y and Jam.s' (1982) mid-Holocene playa stag. from 7000

Thi. .prinq 11 located near the salt flat. below the Hogup

to 5500 yr B.P.

cave at an altitude of approxiaat.ly 4252 ft (1296 a).

cooling period and a high.r lake lev.l is thought to have

Oolitic sand 11 found at the bottoa of the core 12.9 ft ( 4

begun about 5000 yr ago.

a) frOll the .urfac. and va. ag•••timated at 25,000 yr old.

follow.d the cool.r period and lasted well past 4000 yr ago.

overlyinq the oolitic sands is a
.ilt. and clay..

6.5- ft (2-m) unit of

According to McKenzi. and Eberli (1987) a
A ~.ric period is believed to have

This chronoloqy is based on a very approximate estimation ot

Grey and Bennett (1972) interpret these

the time that authigenic dolomite appeared (5500 yr B.P.),

.ilta and clay. a. d••p vat.r d.po.ition associated with

but very little evidence to the contTary exists trom this

Late Wi.coDlin glaciation.

period.

An orqanic marsh deposit

unconforaably ov.rli•• the .ilt. and clay., and is estimated
at 4500 yr B. P.

Th. author believ.s that the silts and

halophytes and shad scale to sagebrush and coniter pollen,

clay. wer. Lalt. Bonn.vill •••daants and that the marsh
d.po.it i. a product of a lacustrin.-tree environm.nt.

Mehringer (1985, 1986) has correlated ratios ot

indicating lake level trends by vegetation changes.
Grey

By 7000

yr ago pollen sequences indicate a warming trend in the

and Bennett'. (1972) a ••••• m.nt of a cor. trom the lake

eastern Great Basin.

bottOll, about 5 ai north of Bird I.land (locality 45),

Cresent Springs (17) and Great Salt Lake (45), indicate that

indicat.. a g.n.ral tr.nd toward. de.iccation aft.r the

relatively low ettective moisture produced shrinking lakes,

d.po.ition ot the Maz ... ash (6900) to 4000 yr ago.

expanding shadscale and sagebrush communities, and the

Ross

(1973) and Rudy (1973) inf.r that, trom 7500 to 4000 yr ago,

Atter 7000 yr B.P., pollen ratios at

reduction ot grasslands and torests (Mehringer, 1985).
Silty sediment, probably derived trom both accel.rated
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eolian and slopevash activity, overlyinq the
Jukebox trench (20)

s_ to

MaZUUl

ash at

support this conc lusion.

Mebrinqer (1985, p. 179) does however illustrate that the
var.inq trend had slowed by 5400 yr ago and .ven r.v ara.d by
4000 yr ago .
~

ai
~
0
0
0

Little radia.etric, geo.orphic, or anthropoloqic data

~

exists fro. the period between 8000 to 4000 yr ago, a.
coapared to the pr.vious 4000 yr interval.

0

~.

Much of the

-

data, _ t th.r.fore be corr.lated to the _ager

If')

It has been d.monstrat.d that x.ric condition. w.r.

1982; Mehringer, 1985, 1986).

k

>.

GO

o

fro. slightly above or well below the hi.toric mean of 4200
Geomorphic lake
I I (.' ! ~. , ; . l

l.vel features are not promin.nt, which .ugg•• ts that tbey

Figur. 25 .ummariz.s the

4000 yr lake lev.l chronology discussed in this

~hapt.r.

It is apparent that the warming trend fro. 9000 to 8000
yr ago con inued, low.ring the lake level at lea. t 15 ft

(4.5 .), well into the period around 7700 yr ago.

Th. lake

!.=

f :

...

r::

......
0

...":su
:s
....
...
.,;
N

were poorly d.v.loped, r.work.d, oblit.rat.d, or subm.rg.d
by later Holoc.ne fluctuations.

.12

CC

Theae

xeric conditions would bave produced lake l.vel. that ranged

ft (1280.-8.) (McK.nzi. and Eberli, 1987) .

aD

.12
lit
k

'0

pr.vailent durinq the latter balf of this period (Morri.on,
J ....,

0
0
0

=
::n
"
8'
=
-.-...,
~

stratiqraphic and g.omorphic data reviewed in this chapter.

1966; CUrr.y and

..

CL.

inferrential inforaation, such as isotopic and pelynoloqic

~

('w .. _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _

-

- - -- - -

-

·

•
...
g.k

.
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ie thought to bave ru.n to 4210 tt (1213.2 .) 7650 t 90 yr

reqr. .sad after 5800 yr a90 (*hrinqar, 1915) to at l . .et a.

B.P. (a.ta-25290) d.poaitinq a

low ae the 4200 tt (1280.1 .)

Mdiaant at S. .qull Point.

ba~Jt

bar or barriar . .reh

Thie oE'9enic . .tarial (Beta-

Th. lake probably

and poeeibly

siqnificantly lower.

25290) ie ov.rlain by oxidized coara. eand, inferring
aubaerial axpoaur. after d.poeition.

aNn

MCKenzi. and Eberli (1987) epeculate that a

dry

cliaatic period tollowed thi. abort traneqreeeion of 5890 yr

raqr. .Md to en unknown 1.".1 abortly th.reaft.r.

ago.

Radiocarbon ag• •etiaat. . of 7260 ± 130 yr B.P. (Beta-23353 )

and 4000 yr ago, it is thought that the waraing trend

and 7070 t 100 yr B.P. (Beta-22432) indicat. a poeeibl.

continued until 4000 yr B.P •

...11 lake rie. to between 4212 tt (1284.1 .) and 4213 tt
(1284.1 .) that w.r. buried by sedi••nt during later
Holocen. traneqr.e.ion ••
Att.r this ...11 lake ri.e laaediatly prior to 7000 yr
ago, the lake lowered .ufficiently to produc4 n.tworks ot
polygon ti.aure. a. low a. 4180 ft (1274.1.) (currey,
1980).

The data summarized here indicate these fissure.

probably tormed between 6900 to 6000 yr ago.

It i.

uncertain whether the 1ak. actually de.iccated co.pletely,
because no conclu.iv• •vidence ot total de.iccation has been

currey and

J ....

(1982) sugg•• t that Great Salt Lake

reached a lev.l high.r than 4200 tt (1280.2 .) about 6000 yr
ago, ba.ed on stratiqraphy trom a cor..

The lake began to

ri••• lightly to a 4211 tt (1283.5 .) level around 5890 ±
120 yr B.P. (Beta 26629), ba.ed on the radiocarbon age
e.tiaate at Seaqull Point.

This organic ...ple is overlain

by a clean ..diu. sand, indicating eolian condition. atter

initial depo.ition.

Thi. teatur. lapli•• that the lake

Although the author can offer no ineight. betw••n 5890

90
11188b), the lweI of tIw

1~

baa fluctuated

be~

the

highest -Little Ice . - 1.,,81 of 4217 ft (1285.2 a) and the
known lowut l."el ot 41111 tt (1211.3 a) (Madsen, 1982).

Author', Rugrsh strategy
IAft BOLOCED TO PRBSDT (4000 YR B.P.
TO PRUDT)

In aoR places, the late Bolocene qeoaorpbic

features dillCUased in Chapter 2.
Intrgduction

The strateqy for this

chapter airrors the second chapter with added .aphasis on
archeoloqic, isotopic, and palynoloqic data.

Prlyioya Concepts

uture.

are auociated with the late Pleistocene and early Holocene

Radiocarbon

aqe estiaates tor the late Holocene hiqh are needed to help

The last 4000 yrs of Great Salt Lake fluctuations are

support the isotopic data.

deducible at a hiqher resolutidn, due to fresher qeoaorphic
exposur.. , acre abundant archeoloqic sites, and correlative
pollen and isotopic data.

~

This period is thouqht to have

been under xeric condItions between 4000 and 3500 yr aqo

OVervi."

The evidence obtained by the author suqqests a .ean
lake level of 4200 ft (1280 .) or lower fro. 4000 yr B.P.

(Antevs, 1948, 1955; CUrrey and James, 1982; Ross, 1973;

until the late Holocene hiqh of between 3400 and 1400 yr

Rudy, 1973; Mehrinqer, 1985; McKenzie and .Eberli, 1985,

B.P.

between 400 and 300 yr B.P.

1986).
Many names have been attached to the rebirth of lakes
and qlaciers durinq an increased effective aoisture staqe at

the end of the xeric conditions.

This rebirth is referred

to by Antevs (1948) as the Meditherael, while Currey and
J .... (1982) prefer the teras Keopluvial and Keolacustral.
Thi. acister period probably beqan shortly after 3,500 years
aqo (Grey and Bennett, 1972; Mehrinqer, 1985; McKenzie and
Eberli, 1987).

After a short drop the lake rose to 4217 ft (1285.7 m)

After the initial lake ri.e to the pluvial

late Holocene Hiqh of 4221 ft (1286.5 a) (currey et al.,

In the aid to late 1700s, the

lake had stabilized at 4214 ft (1284.4 a) forainq two
possible 4214 ft levels.

After 1750 A.D. lake levels have

remained near a mean level of 4200 ft (1280 a).
discussed in this chapter are shown on Figure 27.

Localities
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Citloworpbic IWoA Dt.criptipna

MollY' stocking (2)
Molly. stockinq i. a reanant birdfoot delta of Gilbert
aqe (CUrrey et al., 1988b).

Late Holocene beach .trand.

were .urveyed that ranqe in elevation fro. 4222 to 4217 ft
(1286.8 to 1285.3 .) alonq the periphery of Molly. stockinq
(Table 14).

The.e beach .trand. probably represent at least

two lake r i se episode., althouqh Atwood and Mabey (1988)
contend ranqes of this maqnitude are not uncommon compared
to their sinqle year (1987) Great Salt T,; ke rise study.
PromPntory East (4)
The author identified late Holocene beaches a t this
site to be hummocky ridqes facinq northeast.
Table 14.

Six beach

Measured beach ridqe elevations at Mo1lys
Stockinq (2).

Traverse No . 1

e S FIELD

n

LOCALITIES
MOUNTAINOUS AREAS
o 5 10 15 20 MI

!

Beach site

!

Bue .fte, M.K. Ridd (19601

Map of localities .entioned for the period
between 4000 yr B.P. and the present.

4222.0
4221. 3
4217.0
4218.5
4220.2

ft
ft
ft
tt
ft

(1286.7
(1286.5
(1285.3
(1285.7
(1286.2

m)
m)
m)
m)
m)

6
7
8
9
10

4220.3
4221. 4
4221.5
4220.7
4219.7
4219.0

ft
tt
ft
ft
ft
ft

(1286.2
(1286 . 5
(1286.6
(1286.3
(1286 . 0
(1285.8

m)
m)
.)
m)
.)
.)

Traverse No. 2
Beach site

Figure 26.

1
2
3
4
5

11

Source: Author's oriqinal data collected in 1987.
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ridg" ( ..a Fiqura 8) with thair surticial silt+clay
percantagas and altitudss ara listed on Table 15.
ridges .ight have bean

to~ed

Promontory Point Survey

The beach

durinq stillstands which may

4230

hava been subjected to isostatic robound during or just
attar deposition.

Altarnatively, Atwood and Mabey (1988)

A
4220

suggast that thesa tluctuating elavations are normal.

1

PrQllontorv Point (5)

;(

Silty ooid beach ridges were measured by the author at
Promontory Point.

4210

Three ridges at altitude. 4222 tt (1287

A
~

.), 4218 tt (1285.8 m), and 4211 tt (1283.6 m) were the only
late Holocene shore teatures at this site (Fiqure 27).

4200

Surficial sediment analysis in Table 16 is in sequential and
Table 15.

sits

w

Measured beach ridges at Promontory East (4).

Alt. (tt)

,

,

Gravel

, Sand

6.9
66.5

83.0
31.9

9.9
1.4

100

200

300

400

Distance in Feet

500

600

E

Silt+clay

1 10cm
30c.

4225

2 10c.
30c.

4219

74.4
93.0

24.5
6.5

1.1
0.4

3 10c.
30c.

4221

49.3
40.5

49.4
58.5

1.3
0.3

4 10c.
30c.

4217

44.2
15.3

54.3
83.3

1.4
1.3

5 10cm
30cm

4214

43.6
55.2

55.1
44.8

1.4
0.0

6 10c.
30cm

4210

32.2
39.5

67.0
59.7

0.2
0.8

Sourca: Author's original data collacted in 1988.

o

Fiqure 27.

Profile ot ridge sites at Promnntory Point (5)
locality: altitudes and distances are in feet .

96
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&li:it~d~l

order.

There is an abrupt descent betwe_ site

2 and site 3 that is void of accreted beach .aterial.

Rozel Point Survey

A

beach, if foraed at 4214 ft (1284.4 a), was probably eroded

4220

due to wave action or slope failure.

4218

A

Rozel Point (6

4216

Holocene geoaorphic feature. at Rozel Point were
probably formed fro. ooids deposited in a longshore barrier
beach and spit construction regime.

NUlllerous barma were

surveyed by the author as far inland as 2 ailes (3.2

The complex morphology of Rozel Flat is interpreted

A

l

4212

ka)

from the April 1988 (4208 ft, 1282.7 m) shoreline (Figure
28).

4214

f\

A

4210
~

4208

using surficial sediment an alysis and the beach surveys.

o

Surficial sediment analysi£ for beach ridges comprising the

S

beach ridge coaplex (spit) closest to the lake on the west

x

500

1000

Distance in Feet

1500

N

xl

end of the dominant l akeward spit are shown in Table 17.
Fi gure 29 shows the
Table 16.

Site

locatio~

of the transect at the Rozel

Measured beach ridges at Proaontory Point (5).

Alt(ft. )

,

Gravel

, Sand

,

Silt+clay

1 10ea
JOea

4222

0.0
5.1

93.1
93.0

6.89
1.81

2 lOea
JOcm

4218

11.3
10.4

82.9
88.1

5. 78
1.45

3 10ea
JOea

4211

4.7
0.0

94.1
98.5

1.31
1.51

Source: Author's original data collec ed in 1988.

Figure 28.

Protile ot Rozel Point (6) locality; altitudes
and distances are in feet. The line trom X to
Xl shows the location ot the transect on
Figure 29.
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Fiqure 29.

Map of Rozel Point .howinq the 4250 ft
Gilbert hiqh .horeline (A), late Holocene
hiqh .tend of 4221 ft (8), late Holocene
4217 ft level (e), late Holocene 4214 ft
level. (0) and the later (E). The X - Xl
tran.ect i • •hewn on Fiqure 28.
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Point

l~ity.

durinq this episode.

A _:lor barrier bar with a craat ot 4223 tt (1287.1 .)
stretch.. acr08. Ro.el Plat at about 4593000 N
8) •

This lat. Holocene high

and is MYoid ot ooids.

~ra

(Pigure 29,

is coapoHd ot a.diUJI sand

It has tora.d a back bar . .rsil and

..veral ...11 spits includinq .etatora curves (Davies,
1972).

The next highe.t bar/spit aorphoa.tric couplet is

axpraased at the 4218-4217 tt (1285.6· 1285.3.) level
(Pigure 29, C).

The spit that is east trending trom the

abutment ot the Rozel Mountains, probably started to build
Table 17.

Site
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Mea.ured

~ach

Alt. (tt)

Gravel

, Sand

,

to

~

two

~ach

buildinq

events near the 4214 tt (1284.4 .) level (Pigure 29, D and
B).

The Rozel Mountains spit vas extended eastward due

tolongshore currents, based on an ooid spit crest at 4213 ft
(1284.1.) (Pigure 29, D).

The second 4214 tt (1284.4.)

lake level fluctuation probably redirected the Rozel
Mountain spit (Pigure 29, B) northeastward.
4218-4217 ft (1285.6-1285.3.) (Pigure 29,

Portions of the
C)

bar were

breached by lake current possibly during these two 4214 ft
(1284.4 n) lake levels.

TWo more late Holocene ooid bera

crests are found at altitudes of 4212 ft (1283.6 m) and 4210

ridges at Rozel Point (6).

,

Thera _

ft (1283.3 m).
Sllt+clay

Ros. (1973) reports ooid beras between 4207 ft (1282.2
m) and 4205 ft (1281.5 m) and a larqe .pit with a 4205 ft

1 10ea

4221

0.0

77.7

22.3

2 10ea

4218

0.0

93.1

6.9

3 10ea
30ea

4217

0.0
0.0

92.6
99.5

7.4
0.5

.pit foraation theories at this locality.

4 10ea
30ea

4213

0.0
0.0

99.6
97.9

0.4
2.1

Horseshoe Bay (7)

5 10ea

4211

3.2

95.6

1.2

(1281.5 .) crest, which are now under water.
extends

e~stward

This low spit

from Rozel Point, supporting the previous

This sheltered bay contains geomorphic features

6 10ea

4210

1.1

97.5

1.3

produced by longshore currents .

The crest of the highest

7 10ea

4213

0.0

100.0

0.0

Holocene barrier, which spans the entire bay, is reported by

8 30ea

4212

0.0

99.0

1.0

Ross (1973) at 4223 ft (1287.1.).

9 10ea

4211

0.0

100.0

0.0

baymouth crest at 4219 ft (1285 . 9 .) i. prominant throughout

A terrace below the

the site, but is breached by an ephemeral stream.
Source: Author's original data collected in 1988.

(1973) also reported

Ross

ooid beras at 4208 ft (1282.6 m) and

4202 ft (1280.6 m) with a low driftwood stora beach at a
4201 ft (1280.3 m) elevation.
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100
2,000 tt (609.5 a) lakevard and ha. a cr••t altitude ot 4218
tt (1285.6.).

Coyote Bay (a)
~.

(1973) r porta two Holocene bara with a ••ociated

.arahe. at elevationa ot 4225 tt (1287.7 a) and 4223 tt
(1287.1 a).

An

ooid bara at 4214 tt (1284.4 a) i. the n.xt

hiqhe.t lake t.atur..

TVo younq.r ooid b.rma at 4211 tt

(1283.5 a) and 4206 tt (1281.9 a) are r.ported by Ro ••

TVo ooid beraa at 4214 tt (1284.5.) and

4214 tt (1284.4 a) are located within 130 tt ot each oth.r
and 160 and 30 tt (48.7 and 9.1 .) r •• pectiv.ly, troa the
lake marqin.

Th. la.t b.ra, 10 tt ( 3 a) inland troa the

1988 water l.v.l ot 4208 tt (1282.7 a ), has a cr•• t altitude

ot 42 11 tt (1283.6.).

Surticial .ediaent analy.i., in

Tabl. 18, i. in .equential and altitudinal ord.r.

(1973) a. hi.toric baach•••

Th. two

barma at 4214 tt (1284.4 a) .... to ba ot ditt.r.nt b.ach
pe.olation Bay (9)

buildinq ev.nt. ba. ed on texture.

Ros . (1973) report. a Holocen.
4223 tt (1287 .1 a) and a wave cut
a).

~aymouth

terr~ce

ridq. cre.t at

at 4220 tt (1286.2

Partial ly veqetated ooid berms a r e reported at 4209 tt

Peplin Bar (12)
The tir.t and only discernibl e beach bera reported by
Rudy (197 3) i. locat ed at 4222 tt (1286.8 a) and i .

(1282.9.) and 4207 tt (1282 . 3 .).

Table 18.

Black MOuntain Bay (10)

Measured beach ridqes a t Windmi l l Bay (11 ) .

Black Mountain Bay has a bera c rest at 4224 tt (1287 . 4
.) and a .aal1er bera at 4219 t t (1285.9 a) (Ro•• , 1973).
Below th••e bera., dunal activity has been the predo.inant
baach buildinq proc....
at 4214 tt (1284.4

~)

The old••t Holocen. dun. i s tound

and i. inter ••ct. d by the hi.toric

hiqh (1873 A.D.) .tand ot 4212 tt (1283 .8 a ).

The

yo~,qest

toredun. has a cre.t ot 4208 tt (1282.6.).
Windmill Bay (11)

sit.

Alt. (tt)

,

Gravel

,

Sand

,

Sllt+c lay

1 10em
30ea
la

4223

4.4
14.5
26.9

81. 7
75. 4
72.1

13. 7
9.9
1.1

2 10ea
3 Oem

4218

0.0
0.0

94.6
98 . 4

5.4
1.2

3 10em

4214

0.0

97 . 5

2.4

4 10em

4214

0.0

99. 1

0.9

5 10em

4211

2.8

97.0

0.2

Holocene aqe baach barms at Windai l l Bay a r e huaaocky
aounda due in part to the q. r.tl. .lope .. : thL .. de bay
(P'iqur. 9).

Th. hiqhe. t bara i dentitied by the author has a

cre.t ot 4223 tt (1287. 2 a).

Th. n.xt bara i. approxi aat.ly

Source: Author'. oriqinal data collected in 1988.

102
identified by a veqetation chancJe of Hltqrass.

only barren

Hl t flata etand between thb bel'll and the present lau

103
abrupt contact of the Hlt flata at 4205 ft (1281.5 a).

Jug

Box

Trencb (20)

Clay-rich muda, sande, and calcareoue eilte overlie the

aarqin.

poet-Malama tephra layer (see Figure 10). The first layer
HoqUp Bar (13)

overlying the post-Malama .arsh is a calcareous mud with

The only late Holocene lacuatral feature Rudy (1973)
found is a veqetation change from

barren Hlt flat expanses

to a Hltqrass ecotone at 4223 ft (1287.1 a).
Big !falh Bar (14)
Rudy (1973) observed an ecotone between salt flats and
qrassy veqetation at 4223 ft (1287.1.), as typified in the

bioturbated silts and lithic clasts.

It appears that a

period of xeric conditions prevailed until the deposition of
a 6 inch (15 CII) pinkbh-qray mud.

Another xeric period

followed based on a 2.4 inch (6

calcium carbonate

cBlllented granular mud layer.

ca)

OVerlying this mud layer is a

sandy unstratified clay-rich and friable muddy soil.
appears that this layer was weathered after deposition

two pr.vioue sites.

because of the platey structure of the muds.
Fingerpoint spit (15)

A tinal 2-in

(5-CII) peaty layer overlies the previous stratum with an age

Holocene beaches are well-exposed on the east side of
Flngerpoint spit.

It

Rudy (1973) describes a veqetated

huamock, with subsurface gravels, at 4223 ft (1287.1 m) with
a 3-ft (0.9-a) deep marshy depression behind.

More recent

estimate ot 1310 ± 230 yr B.P. (Beta-23645, 13C adjustment
unknown).

This peaty organic layer is interpreted as a

marsh layer ted trom upslope mountain drainage at the end of
a high aoisture regime.

investigations have measured the highest Holocene beaches at
4225 ft (1287.7 a) and 4226 ft (1287.9 a).

Rudy measured a

ainor beach berm at 4219 ft (1285.9 .) with a small marshy
depression toward the west .

The next lowest sand and gravel

Grassy Mountain dunes (21)
currey (1987) reports Holocene hydroeolian planation
west of the Grassy Mountains.

The dunes were deposited by

berm Rudy encount ered was observed at 4215 ft (1284.7 m) and

materials from older desiccated surfaces, probably during

is void of vegetation.

Ooid beaches are dominant at the

the Altithermal.

lower beach features.

Rudy (1973) identified ooid beach

currey (1987) believes that lake rise

water basally eroded the dunes, leaving behind a record of

berms at 4211 ft (1283.5 a), 4207 ft (1282.2.), 4205 ft

late Holocene lacustral activity.

(1281.5 a), and 4201 ft (1280.3 a).

levels at 4221 ft (1286.7 m) and 4217 ft (1285.2 m).

The only Holocene

geomorphic feature on the west side of the spit is the

currey (1987) identified
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tten'hPrr

181end

(23,24)

'fifo . i t. . 011 the

_tern (23) and ~ (24) . .rgina

aMlyaed by the autbor for Holocene beach featuru.

-

a.c.orpilic features 8UCh . . apite, l~, and bera have
been i~1fied.

• ), b

A apit, with a crut of 4223 ft (1287.1

Lake Intarnaticmal AiEport and
~t ~arinq

vari_ dudt claM.

'lbe

of the Jordan Iliver ...tvard to ite

preaent poeition, i. thoa9bt to have been caU8ed by
i_tatic rebound and/or block faultinq at the bese of the
Wa. .tch mountaiD8 •

co.poHd of fonet ~ cUppinq at 23 d~ and he.

a .axt.aa ltaitinq date of 7070 t 100 yr B.P. (+4.7 0/00
13 C1
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Beta-22U2) (Pigure

on

4).

on

Late Holocene beach. . and spite are aanif. .t in the

the _tern side of the

apit are ooid berae at 4219 ft (1285.9.), 4214 ft (1284.4
.), and 4211 ft (1283.5 .).

unicgrn Paint (33)

the eouthern tip of

shape ot a unicorn's head at this southern Antelope Island
locality.

The author tound proainent beach ber.. at 4223 tt

St:anabury Island (24), ooid and gravel beach ber.. are found

(1287.1 a), 4217 tt (1285.3 a), 4214 tt (1284.5 a), 4214 tt

at altitud. . of 4222 ft (1286.8 .), 4219 tt (1285.9 .), 4214

(1284.4 a), and 4212 tt (1283.7 a).

tt (1284.4.), and 4211 tt (1283.5.).

beach building events, 50 .urvey pointe and corre.ponding

The high..t 4222 tt

(1286.8 .) bera has a large enclosed lagoon to the north

elevations vere recorded tro. a Gilbert .horeline bluft.
The .urvey and .ub.equent analy.i. ot elevations

that . .y have torllled by the connection ot two southern
apits.

Data reported by Rudy (1973) tro. locality (24)

To reconstruct the

revealed tour to po•• ibly tiv. . . jor event. leading to the

docuaent ber.. at 4219 ft (1285.9.) and 4211 ft (1283.5.),

geoaorpbic expr... ion .e.n today.

a drittvood beach at 4208-4207 ft (1282.6-1282.2 a), and a

bara

ainor beach at 4205 ft (1281.5 a).

(Pigure 30).

The tirst late Holocene

vas deposited at an elevation ot 4223 ft (1287.1 a)
Thb event b

recorded by a beach berm that

range. fro. 4223 to 4219 tt (1287.3 to 1285.9 .).
Jordan River paleodeIta II (32)
The lat. Holocene Jordan River paleodelta was inundate~
by a static vater level ot 4221 tt (1286.6 a ) seen ju.t vest

ot Baileys Lake on the Salt air quadrangle (CUrreyet al . ,

1988b).

The high. .t leve.s v.re isolated in a aini-birdtoot

delta ehape about 3000 tt (914.3 a) tro. the . .in channel
(Pigur.13).

The Jordan river probably began to tlow

northward aptying into the ar. . nov occupied by the Salt

Thi.

laaustral event . . intained the Gilbert age beach protile
vith no apparent spit develop.ent.
Th. next bigb••t bera is found at 4217 ft (1284.5 a)
and b

composed ot pebbl.. and ooids.

Thb beach-building

.vent va. r ••ponsibl. tor the tirst ...11 spit d.v.lopa.nt
and possibly a s . .l1 back lagoon (rst.r to Pigur. 30).

The

tvo 4214-tt (1284.5 and 1284.4-a) ber.. .... to bave be.n
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UNICORN POINT

.s.po.ite4 at different

'lbe hi_eft bens (1) a.,ed

t~.

beach Mdbenta (ooia) on the .autheut ahore wile curvinq
the previOWl apit tip toward the

no~.t,

probably foning

the unieam'llI hom, nch liJte Kinq and Ik:Cullaglul' (1971)
.iIIIllation llOdel of apit recurva ture.
(1284.4 .) ahoreline (2)

enca~ated

'lbe next 4214 ft
the older feature.

vith cobble and qravel beach. . that can be ...n today.

This

la.t dapos i tional ev.ant is thought to be the last . .jor lake
rise of the 1700..

Th. high vater debris line of 1987 (42 12

ft or 1283.7 .) can be seen a. a ...11 ridge of gravel

~ "d

debris hu.aocu.
Seagull Point. (34)
.~

.... ~
i

SCALE APPROX. 1:48,000

Marsh .ediment from a lagoon located 4 in (10 cal above
·.f

the 5890 ± 120 yr B.P. (Beta-26629) marsh .ediment,
indicate. that the next identifiable lake rise at this site
took place about 3450 ± 250 yr B P. (-25.5 0/00 13C; Beta25289) (see Figure 24).

The s . .ple (1.735 qa of humate

extract) va. dug from a 8 in

(20

ca) thick vedge shaped bed

exposed in a vertical beach bluff.

This . .rshy sedill5llt is

probably the precursor and ..ximua limiting date of the lake
Figu re 30 ,

Unicorn Point (33) surveyed beach ridges.

rise

~o

the 4221 ft (1286 . 5

II)

static water level.

The

beach depositional evidence that suggests this lake rise
epi.ode is a ceJIented gravel layer at 4219 ft (1285.9 m)
farther north and w.st in the exposure (Figure 19).

A 4221

ft (1286.5 m) grassy bera can be identified on the surface
of the Seaqull Point, south of the expo.ed bluff.
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absorbed into other unidentifiable culture. saaetlae around

Clmlra llata (35)

1600 yr B.P. (Madsen, 1982).

A depression behind the 4221 ft (128S.5 a) bera is
thouqht to be a vashover aarab from the late Holocene hiqh.

Sporadic huaan occupation

continued by the Fr__ont culture at Danqer Cave until about

A s . .ple (1.92 qa of !luaate extract) vas taken from a 16 in

1970 ± 240 yr B.P. (C-635, 13C adjustaent unknown) (Fry,

(40 cal deep pit below the modern soil and veqetation.

1976).

A

More recent data by Madsen (written, coaa., 1987)

Accelerator Mass Sp&ctroweter aqe estiaate of 1400 ± 75 yr

suqqest that huaans occupied Danqer Cave until 330 ± 200 yr

B.P. (Beta-25580 and AMS BTH-3999, 13 c adjustment by Beta

B.P. (Beta-23646, 13C adju.tment unknovn).

Analytic Inc.) vas reported for this orqanic s . .ple and is a
miniaua liaitinq date for the Late Holocene hiqh.

C!ooI (16)

Aikens' (1970) Unit II ranqes in time from 3200 ± 140
yr B.P. (GaK-1564) to 1530 ± 80 yr B.P.

White Rock Boy (37)
The author identif

Hoqup

d predoainantly oolite dunes near

adjustments unknown).

(GaR-1561) (13 C

This period is marked by a qreater

·t he lover beach ridqes frow 4219 ft (1285.9 a) to just above

reliance on biq q . .e huntinq (mostly pronqhom), indicat:l.nq

the recent ooid and pebble beach at 4212 ft (1283.7 a).

an absence of marshland conditions vest of the cave.

The

dunes are partially stabilized by veqetation that qrades
into non-veqetated sand at lower altitudes.

Plant

aacrofossils, seeds in human coprolites, as well as
population estimates seem to dwindle durinq this period.

Ross (1973)

reported ooid berms at 4207 ft (1282.2 a) and 4204 ft

Aikens (1970) believes that these chanqes are a result of

(1281.2 a).

dryinq lake bed, even thouqh an increase in saqebrush
indicates more abundant moisture.
Archeologic Sit§ Descriptions

It is now believed that

the reverse occurred (Madsen, 1982).

That these same

chanqes could result from hiqher lake levels both forcinq
panger Caye ( 18 )

the inhabitants to search elsewhere for biq qame and shift

Jenninqs (1957) believes that human occupation at

from plant foods to meat.

panqer Cave became cyclic or seasonal after 4000 yr B.P.

levels by inferrinq shallow lake coveraqe of the salt flats
from 4000 to 1800 yr B.P. from Hoqup Cave inhabitants'

This hypothesis is based on altematinq bands of human
debris and eolian deposits from the nearby salt flats.

Ross (1973) supports hiqher lake

The

Desert CUlture is postulated to have either aiqrated out of
the reqion, evolved into the Sevier/lreaont culture, or vere

diets.
Unit III spans from 1530 ± 80 yr B.P. (GaR-1561) to 620
± 70 yr B.P. (GaR-2080)

(13C adjustments unknovn ) (Aikens,
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lle

1970).

It i. during thi. t1ae.pan that

i. thO\Jght to bav.

~ed

artifact counta, th.r•••_

~.

(Madaen , 1982 ) .

Preaont cultur.
Ba.ed on

A .harp incr.a.e in

hunting of big g. . . h.rbivor.. t.pli.. a qra •• land cove r
v. .t of th. cav. (Aikena, 19701 RO•• , 1973).
Unit IV i. believed to ranq. fro. 480

:i:

Th. occupation of Hoqup Cav. during

thi. tt.e .pan ..... to have r.turned to a aeaaonal huntergather .it. by a cultur. known a. the Sho.honi.

1

(40)

va. probably a ....onal camp (Aikena, 1966).

It i.

th.orized that the ordinarily horticulturi.t Preaont peoplea
followed aiqrating b.rbivore. and vat.rfowl to th. edg. of
th. lake.

80 yr B.P.

(GaK-1566, 13c adjuat.ent unknown) to A.D. 1850 (Aik.n.,
1970; Jenning., 1978).

Rivar

Lying at approxiaately 4210 ft (1282.2 .), Bear Riv.r 1

to be a larq. incr.... of

occupation at HOC)Up during thi. period.

_Dr

Du. to the larq. amount of .k.letal . .terial

found, this .it. va. judged to be a butcherinq .tation
(Aikena, 1966).

A radiocarbon ag•••ti_t. of 1065

:i:

120 yr

B.P. (unknown lab no. and 13C adju.tment) on a B1agn R1agn
acapula infers the tim. period of this site.

Roaa (1973)

attribut.. thi. ..a.onal occupation by Shoahoni hunting
parti•• to a dry d.s.rt with no lake inundation in the area.

Bear Riyer 2 (41 )
Thi. arch.oloqical ait. lie. at an altitude of 4210 tt

Aiken. (1970) believe. that th.s. seaaonal qroups probably

(1283.2 m), 1.i (1.6 ka) to the w.st of Bear RiVer 1.

had sa.. tie. with horticultural settlement. living near the

Aiken. (1967) auggeats that this Fremont camp was a

ea.tern .hore of Great Salt Lake.

temporary station with repeated aeasonal occupation.

Aikens

(1967) and currey and James (1982) present ev idence for a
I njun creek (39)

Great Salt Lake s horeline 2 tt (.6 m) below the slightly

Aiken. (1966) documents a year around occupat ion site
of horticulturist-hunt.ra near Injun Creek.

Thia Fremont

lakeahore aite liea at an altitude of between 4210 and 4205
tt (1283.2 and 1281.5 m) near the Weber River delta .
radiocarbon age eati_te. of 585
345

:i:

:i:

elevated aite area.
this .ite of 995

:i:

A piece of charcoal gives an age for
105 yr B.P. (GXO-732; 13C adjustment

unknown) •

Two

90 yr B.P. (GX-553) and

100 yr B.P. (GX-552) (13 C adjuatment. unknown) trom

Bear Riyer 3 (42)
Bear River 3 is aimilar to the previous Baar River

tire hearth. imply permanent occupation until 345 yr B.P.

.ite. except for the presence of .torage and dwelling

It i. beli.ved that the lake tran.qressed over this aite

structure..

about 1600 A.D., ba.ed on an undated black .andy humus layer

Bear River 1, at an elevation of 4210 ft (1283.2 .).

overlyinq the cultural reaaina.

Shield. and Dalley (1968), Jenninq. (1978), and currey and

Thi. site i. located farther southwe.t trom

112

J _ (1112) ~ion a potItoccNpational floodiDq of the site
by a 4211

tt (1213.5 .) or hifJber stillstand.

The sed1aent

113

t 140 yr B.P. (RL-34) and 1250 t 140 yr B.P. (aL-35) (13 e

adjustllanta unknown).

The aacond pbaaa or Lev. . phase,

that flooded th!. ar.a is a ..,astropocS-rich aand containinq

which includ. . the !(noll site, has a..,e deterainations of 860

LywnaM abells.

t 110 yr B.P. (RL-20), 810 t 120 yr B.P. (RL-21), and 710 t

CUrrey and J _ (1982) suqqest that early

lov-lyiDq cultivated land vas alao flooded, possibly by the

100 yr B.P. (RL-33) (13 e adjuataanta unknown) (Pry and

ri. . of 1924.

Dalley, 1979).

A radiocarbon . .tiaate giv. . an oc:cupational

aqe of 1450 t 110 yr B.P. (GaX-15621 13 e adjuataant unknown)
ISgtopic ADd PAlynologic

for th!. sita.
&toll Site (43)

~ Springs (17),
~ (45), and ~

The &toll site resta on an older sand bar vhich is
overlain by a clay layer of 1 to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m).

The

sita is located at an elevation of 4220 tt (1286.5 m).

A

radiocarbon aqe deteraination of 640 t 110 yr B.P. (RL-19:
13e adjuataent unknown) was obtained froa a piece of
charcoal troa a fir. hearth

(Fry

and Dalley. 1979).

a1ta Descriptions

!ian blt. l.Ab
UtA 1. (46)

Grey and Bennett (1972) report. three ...11 clay bands
that were d.posit.d on marahy organic . .terials around 2700
yr aqo at cresent Sprinqs (17).

They interpret these clay

depo.ita as short t.ra lake ris •• above the 4252 ft (1295.9
No

other lacuatrin. sediaent has been deposited at this site

m) sprinq..

It do.s not .... likely for any late Holocene

lake inundations to have deposit.d the clay bands at that
.xtremely hiqh altitud..

since 640 t 110 yr B.P.

Th.se clay bands are probably due

to erosional runoff deposition fro. higher pre-Holocene clay
Ltvee site (44)
The levee site is actually two sit.s s.parated by a

formations.

Their 7000-yr qualitative record of lake

volum., tro. a cor. 5 .i north ot Bird Island (45 ).
qround distanc. of 300 yd. (274 m)

(Fry

and Dalley. 1979).

Th.s. site. li. at an altitude of 4210 tt (1283.2 m) alonq
the bank ot an abandoned channel ot the Bear River.
dwellings and trash/.toraqe pita were .xcavat.d.

Sev.ral

Radio-

carbon aq.s froa tire hearths s uqqest two difterant phases
of oc:cupation.

The first phase is contaaporary with the

Besr River site..

Tvo of these early aqe estiaates are 1170

indicates a lake rise trend beginning about 3500 yr B.P.
Th. lake rise reaches a peak so•• 2000 yr lat.r, th.n begins
to lower (Figure 5c).
Mc~enzi.

and Eb.rli'. (1985, 1987) age calibrations

from oxygen isotope and carbonate stratigraphies at locality
(46) suqqest a "neolacustrine miniaua episode" beqinninq
around 4000 yr B.P. and lasting until 3000 yr B.P.

A change
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Jae cIaa1Daat aatll1paiG cadloaate uqoD1te,

caloite, led ~a1e and lbull (1'15
M x t _ 1.-tr1ne

1.a?,

to

Rltltude

to pftlPOM a

~

epi80Cle tbat nadled 4215 tt (12'4.7 . ,

frca 3000 to 1500 yr II.P.

~

cun.y et a1. (1981&, 1'eCOCJIlbed

..,...

CI
N

..,~ .... ..,...~
~...

this predicted high . . only beinq 6 ft (1.' .) too lov.

CI

E

...

z
.,•~

After 1400 yr II.P., JlcSenaie and Derl1 ' . data aIlov a period

.."

N

of lover lab level. followed by another u x t - epieode
frca 600 yr II.P. to pruent (Pigure Sa).

A0

ff'\

II<

Pollen .tud1. . by lIehrinqer (191') at cruent 8prinqa

..,

(17) hav. produced a 43'O-yr chronology of relative

-. .."

>0

('0.

abundanca of halophyt.. and .hadac:ale to aagebruah (Pigure
'b).

III

a.

eel

A high level of halophyt. . and ahadacale pollen is

~

_

after 3000 yr B.P. until around 1800 yr B.P.

:::n

The noted

ft')

high ratio of halophyte. and alladecale pollen around 600 yr
ago .UCJCJ. .ta a very late Holocene lake ri...

A Great Sa.in
00

dendrochronology reconatruc:tion, reported in lIehringer

SnM'ry

'0
>0
.<I

~

c:

..
u

....lot='
0

----------------_.
CI

..,

ff'\

i n Pigure 30.

1.1.1
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"01='

No evidence ha. been found to .UCJl1. .t any .tatie lake

_an of 4200 ft (1280 .) or below during thia period a • •een

=
- "8'"
= .....
='

CI

Lake level. probably fluctuated around the hi.torie

A-

01

III

year.

B.P.

.<I

0

(1986), indicate. that 1620 A.D. va. a cooler than noraal

level above 4212 ft (1283.8 .) frca 4000 to 3440 t 2'0 yr

0
0
0

N

...
lot
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The late Holocene .tatic lake level. di.cuaae4 in thi.

Tabl. !t.

chapter are interred to have co.e tro. ditterent population.

TeXtural Silt/clay peroentavea rrc. Great "It
Lake loceliti... The nlDlbenl in the parenthesis
are th. ov.rall ranJdnp ot the saaple val. . .

ba.ed on a Kru.kal-Walli. anova teat .tati.tic ot H - 10. 4 2
at th• • 10 contid.nce level (Tabl.19).

Th••• l.v. l. ot

4214

and 4211 tt (1283.5 .) are tound at .o.t

ot th. g.omorphic

Holocene High

4217

5

.074 (30.3)
.018 (22)

.061 (30)
.015 (16.3)

.110 (36.3)
.014 (13.3)

.014 (13.3)
.013 (11.5)

.014 (13.3)

.002 (1.5)
.008 (6)

.287 (SO)

.074 (30.3)
.080 (35)
.005 (3.5)

.004 (3)
.021 (23)

.010 (9)

11

. 110 (36.3)
. 011 (10)

.057 (29)
.012 (11)

.024 (24)
.009 (6.5)

.002 (1.5)

33

.202 (48)
. 017 (19.5)

localiti•• previou.ly diacua.ed (Piqure 31).
The beq1nninq

ot a n.olacuatrin. lake ri.. i. ..timated

to have bequn n.ar 3440 ± 250 yr B.P. (Beta-25289).

This

lat. Holocen. high lake lev.l probably reqr••••d .om.time
near 1400 ± 75 yr B.P. (Beta-25580, ETH-3999).

I.otopic,

palynoloqic, and archeoloqic data .upport both the timing
and altitude ot thi. lake ri.e to an approxiaat• •tatic
l.vol ot 4221 tt (1286.5 m).

Geomorphic evidence ot this

water level is tound at ev.ry site reported in this chapter
(see Piqure 31), with a complete suite ot transgressive
tacies on Antelope Island (localities 34 and 35).

variance

above the 4221 tt (1286.5 m) level i s be.t explained by
storm , seiche, and wind-bl own wave deposition discussed by
currey (1987) and Atwood and Mabey (1988) .

Archeoloqical

site evidence suggests early humans had shitted to large
game sustenance because previous marshland habitat ceased to
be a productive tood gathering endeavor.
The lake level is thought to have dropped trom 4221 tt
(1286 . 5 m) to just under 4 2 1 0 t t (1283 . 2 .) b.tw••n 1250 ±
140 yr B.P.

(RL-3S) and 1170 ± 140 yr B.P. (RL- 34), based on

radiocarbon ••timate. t r om th. Lev•• • it..

Thi. lake l.vel,

4211

site

4221 tt (1286.5.), 4217 tt (1285.3.),4214 tt (1284.4 m),

.013 (11.5)
.015 (16.3)

.030 (25)
.056 (28)

* NUmbers r e ter to localiti.s li.ted on Tabl. 1.
Source : Author's original data collected betw. en 1987-1988 .
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1450 t 110 yr B.P.

(RL-

20) and 345 t 100 yr B.P. (ax-552).
A 4217 ft (1285.7 .) level, identified at Molly•
stockill9, ProJIontory Bast, Proaontory Point, Rozel Point,
windJdll Bay, Grasay Mountain dune., Stanabury Island, and
Antelope Island localitie., probably foraad betwean 400 and
300 yr B.P. as suqqe.ted by Mehrillger (1985).

The Injun

creek and Bear River 3 .ites are overlain by lacustrine
sanda and qastropod shells, probably by this lake rise •
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CUrrey and James (1982) suqqest that a lake rise to a static
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level of 4217 ft (1285.2 .) would inundate the Great Salt
Lake Desert, thus producinq the lover qeoaorphic feature.
best seen at Grassy Mountain dunes.
A late prehistoric lake rise of 4214 ft (1284.4 m) is

cn4JO..., ....

estimated to have occurred as a dual beach-forming event, at

..,

the conclusion of the previous 4217 ft (1285.7 .) hiqh.

.,..

Beach crest elevations at Windmill bay, Rozel Point, and

:s
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spit foraations at unicorn Point .upport this fluctuatinq

'"

stand at 4214 ft (1284.4 .) as do sediaant analysis on
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silt+clay accumulations.
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gradual loverinq ot lake level. to near 4205 tt (U81.45 . ) ,

cSurin9 a aecond hUMll occupational
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rrc. an aCJe utlaate ot

!I!I5 t 105 yr B.P. (GXO-732) at the Bear River 2 .ite.
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tluctv.atinq near 4210 tt (U83. 2 .), i. tIIou9bt to bave
pen1eted tor MVeral yean jqinq

Mc~enzie

and Eberli's (1987)

I

maxi.WI-l episode and gravity core graphe .upport this mid

.,.

to late 1700's A.D. lake rise.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Provo threahold-controlled sboreline staqe reverted
to closed-basin conditione after 14,200 yr B.P . (CUrrey and
Burr, 1988).

MUch var1ler clillllte probably influenced the

continUed reqression froa the post-Provo sboreline to well
below 4220 ft (1286.2 .).

Below levels of 4350 ft (1325.7

.), previously subaqueous and anoxic sediaent was oxidizinq
then vasbinq into the nearshore zones of the shrinkinq lake
(CUrrey, pers. coma., 1989).

These oxidized sediments, the

pre-Gilbert red beds, conformably overlie Bonneville
alloforaation units around the Great Salt Lake basin.
Spencer et a1. (1984) suqqest that the lake receded to a
fluctuatinq level low enouqb to precipitate Glauber's salt
at the deepest portions of the present lake sometime after
12,500 yr B.P.

This low stand is probably responsible for

oxidized sands overlyinq lacustrine sediments at Juke Box
cave I d. . iccation cracks, erosional relief, ostracod death
asseablaqes, and desert pav. .ent that overlie red beds at
Little Mountain and West Public Shootinq Grounds.
Soaetiae between 12,500 and 12,000 yr B.P., the lake
beqan a tluctuatinq rise best shown by layers of nearshore
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And illWldatinIJ a deltaic IIIlrah at We.t Public Shootinq

Groomd.a.

'l'bi. epiaode, the Gilbert tranaqr... ion, continued

to ri . ., depo.itinIJ two . .jor beach beraa atter 10,990 yr
B.P., below the third and tinal hiqh bel'll ot approxiJlately
4250 tt (1295.3 m) (Piqure 33, in pocket).

A po.t-Gilbert

raqre ••ion to a probable 4225 tt (1287.7 m) i. thouqht to
have occurred near 10,000 yr B.P.

A minor lake rbe to 4230

tt (1289.2 m) i. believed to have occurred between 9730 and
9450 yr B.P.: tollowed by a period ot lower lake levels.
The lake continued to lower durinq the beqinninq ot the
a1titheJ:llllll period.

The level was probably near the

historic mean (4200 tt or 1280.8 m) (Fiqure 34, in pocket)
around 7650 yr B.P., when a minor transqression and
regression lett an orqanic deposit at 421Q tt (1283.2 mI.
Another minor rise to 4212 or 4213 tt (1283.7 or 1284.1 m)
(Fiqure 35, in pocket) occurred between 7260 and 7070 yr
B.P.

CUrrey (1980) believes that the laxe lowered to near

dessication levels , sometime atter 7000 yr B.P., based on
polyqonal tissures at very low laxe depths around 4180 tt
(1273.9 mI.

The lake beqan to rise to a 4211 tt (1283.5 m)

level around 5890 yr B.P., based on an orqanic marsh sample
at Seaqull Point.

Atter this lake rise event, climatic

conditions were becominq tavorable tor lower lake levels.
The dry period continued until about 3400 yr B.P.

20

)0

.,~

A

laxe rise beqan near 3440 yr B.P. and lasted until just
atter 1400 yr B.P., based on radiocarbon samples trom
Antelope Island.

10

This rise lett several beach teatures at a

Figure 33.

Map ot the late Pleistocene Gilbert 4250 foot
level.

f
• Knoll

10

Figure 34.
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4OK........

Map ot the early Holocene 4200 toot level.
Figure 35.

Map ot the early Holocene 4212 toot lake rise.
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statio vater l.vel of 4221 ft (12.6.5.) (Figure 36, in
poobt).

TIle lake dropped froa 4221 ft (1286.5 .) to just

under 4210 ft (12.3 . 2 .) between 1250 and 995 yr B.P., based
on archeoloqical evidence (Fiqure 37).

Continued lowering

of the lake to a 4205 ft (1281.6 .) l.vel is believed to
have oc:curr.d between 860 and 345 yr B.P. (Fiqure 38).
TIle -Little Ice Age- cl!aatic influences caused the
lake to rise to a static level of 4217 ft (1285.7.) (Figure
39, in pocket) between 400 and 300 yr B.P.

A rapid lowering

to a static level of 4214 ft (1284.4 .) occurred 250 yr B.P.
TIlls 4214 ft (1284.4 .) stand is believed to be a dual beach
forming event based on localities such as Rozel Point,
Windmill Bay, and Unicorn Points.

After 250 yr B.P., lake

levels probably fluctuated near the historic .ean of 4200 tt
(1280~)

(Figure 34, in pocket).

Historic records and

hydroqraph. have documented the lake activity sine 1851
A.D., including the historic low of 4191 ft (1277.3 m).

ProblemS ADd Predictions

A very late Pleistocene and Holocene provisiona l
'0

chronology of Great Salt Lake was produced by the author

l'

through field investigation. at localities summarized in
Table 1, review of the pertinent literature, and extensive
laboratory analy.i. of various .edi.ent..

Any Great Salt

Lake chronology that . .ploy. the analy.i. of geomorphic
feature. will undoubtedly omit lacu.trine feature. below the

Figure 36.

•
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Hap ot the late Holocene 4221 foot lake stand.
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then pr...nt nrface of the .tatic vater level.

Inference

about lake level. bel._ the preaent vater nrface .uat
therefore, include adcUtional intarcliaciplinary data.

This

di ••ertation atte.ptecl to interpret radioaetric,
.tratiqraphic, arebeologic, i.otopic, and palynologic data
to aupport qeo.orpbic interpretationa that vere ba.ed .a.tly
on subaerial featur...
Te.poral deterainationa of radiocarbon e.tiaate. and
the suitability of obtaininq quality saaples are prevalent
througbout Bolocene Great Salt Lake literature.

Many of the

early (i.e., pre-1975) radiocarbon reports sbow no
corrections of l3C and l2C isotope ratios or no laboratory
capability for isotopic adjustments.

Often, aqe estimates

are reported without stratiqrapbic interpretations,
altitudes, exact locations , and sample preparations making

,

inferences impossible.

1,

The procedures for determining

suitability of samples varies from researcber to researcher

J

L~-~"-- ---.:-~~r10

•

•

.. -

~~~==I!
11

...........

due to a limited amount of dateable material in the Great
Salt Lake and the basin area.

Awareness of sample

contamination variables such as bumus illuviation, secondary
carbonate leaching, and salinity externalities can reduce
radiocarbon reporting errors.
A partial objective of this study was to provide a

Fiqure 39.

Map of the very late Holocene 4217 foot level.

reliable chronology to aid private and governmental entities
in determininq a safe -planninq level- wbich would reduce
the probability of lake rise flooding .

McKenzie (written

com.. , 1984) estimates that calcite is precipitated (hiqh

127
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_ter incSicator) about .".ry 1500 yr bue4 on iaotopic
.tratiCJ1'!lllhY.

v.ry little int.rpr.tabl. third-ord.r (1000

Altitude

yr resolution) periodicity exi.t. fro. the author'. Ho1oc.n.

bydrOCJ1'llph (Pigur. 40).

...c:
II

AlthouCJb, i f on. could r ••olv.

f1nt- and .econd-ord.r periodicity, .aa. interpr.tabl.

::"

patt.rn aiqbt exiat.

11...

Ilo

What doe. . . . . .vident ia that Wll.ss

...o

.cme extraordinary cliaatic facton occur, .uch a. th. lat.
Pl.i.tocen., lat. Holocen., or the -Littl. Ic.

Aq.- cold

":

..

III

cycl. . , Great Salt Lake l.v.l. qen.rally fluctuat. betw.en

>.
o

4190 and 4212 ft (1277.1 and 1283.7 .) reqardl ••• of any
bUman intervention (i ••• , puapinq project, irriqation, in-

-.

flow consumption).
Th. future challenq. conc.rninq Holocen. Great Salt

o
o

........

Lak. fluctuations is:
1)

rasolution of isostatic deformation durinq the

- ...'.."
= ..

Holocen.,
2)

-

continued radiocarbon aqe determination of Wldated

....,o

qeochemical analysis of .alinity chanqes throuqh time

interpretation of the proces.es that drive the
abrupt chanqes in climate (i.e., Milankovitch theory,
qlobal circulation perturbationa, or a combination),

5)

.....

• •uo!ssaJ~SUU' JJaql!~~
•
pue,s M.OI
• ~.
SUHenpnu

cooperation between qovernaent and academia as well as
improved disse.ination of Holoc.ne lake data between
discipline ••

....

>.

and ooid evolution,
4)

C,!)

(.l)

0

berms and other lacustrine features,
3)
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Ialt: Lab _y or _y not: riM 1119b

t:o

flood oit.1_ , t:nMpoztat.1oa art:er1. . , or .....1. land, but:
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